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I. INTRODUCTION : PURPOSES, HYPOTHESES, PRAXIS

The working title of my thesis project, "Dangerous Remembering: Allies in Resistance

and Recovery," contains within itself the major themes I hope to explore, in concert with my

advisor, readers and project co-participants. I would like to explain the terms I used in the title

as a way of introducing the reader to my intentions as well as to the powerful themes which kept

repeating themselves throughout my research and writing. I will use these terms throughout the

thesis: remembering, allies, resistance and recovery, weaving together the stories and experiences

of twelve women co-participants who engaged in this thesis project with me.

Purposes

The purposes of this project are twofold: 1) to investigate the experiences of a group

of twelve women, myself included, who have had at least one significant relationship with a

survivor of interpersonal violence and 2) to reflect on both the common and the distinctive

physical, emotional and spiritual impacts of these relationships on the project co-participants.

I hope also to begin to examine the ethical, religious and/or spiritual resources (concepts of the

sacred, ritual practices, values, etc.) that were discussed by the co-participants in the stores we

shared about ourselves-in-relationship with these particular survivors.

Hypotheses (1-5)

As a community volunteer and social worker I have spent the past fourteen years work-

ing closely with women, children, teens (and a few adult men) who been imprisoned, battered,

raped, tortured and more, striving alongside these survivors as colleagues, clients, consumers,

students and friends. In reflecting on why some of us have continued to choose to live and work

with survivors of violence, I began to assemble some working assumptions about women who

become advocates and companions to survivors, "allies" in relation to the survivors (of violence)

we care about. These are the hypotheses that informed my choices about whom to interview for

this study as well as what questions to ask. Briefly, I assume that allies: (1) essentially believe

survivors' accounts of the abuse and injustice done to them; (2) are willing to personally invest





themselves in relationships with survivors to attempt to ameliorate the causes and /or effects of

survivors' violations; (3) draw upon a variety of resources—professional, religious/spiritual,

ethnic/cultural and political, to sustain and challenge their involvement with survivors; and (4)

can stretch beyond the limits of their previous knowledge and experience (formal education and

training, professional ethics and conventions, previous survivor contacts, etc.) to risk new beliefs

and behaviors for themselves-in-relation with survivors. Further, my experience tells me that

despite our many differences, this group of women and I, through shared dialogue, express some

similar understandings about our mutual vulnerabilities, struggles and our own changing in

relationship with survivors (Rogers, 1991). For example, whether or not all allies label them-

selves as survivors, and some clearly do, my hunch is that : (5) allies find much in common with

survivors we accompany, often expressing the qualities of respect, empathy and compassion in

describing these relationships.

The co-participants in this project are exclusively women and we women, without being

asked, each chose to tell a story of our relationship with a woman survivor of violence. The

stories are told by women about women—in women's bodies. Such a woman-focused selection

process, occurred, I believe, for a number of pertinent reasons. First of all, my friendship,

professional and spiritual networks of support, all of which overlap in certain individuals, are

comprised largely of women. As a rule women are heavily represented in the "care-giving"

professions, such as social services, education, psychotherapy, pastoral ministry, and churches

where I spend most of my time; thus I could most easily select women co-participants whom I

valued and were locatable close at hand.

Secondly, I have a clear personal and public identity as a lesbian and a feminist therapist;

my priorities are especially focused on improving the physical, emotional and spiritual realities

of women's and children's lives. Most of the people I know who share these commitments are

women. I can assume that my co-participants know something about my stances and, because

they chose to engage in the project with me, have some degree of sympathy with feminist

discourse and praxis. This study does reflect such a bias, for which I am enthusiastically

unapologetic.





Thirdly, it is a horrific and largely undisputed fact that women and girl children, across

the lines of race, age, class, sexualities and disabilities, are the most frequent victims of all forms

of interpersonal violence, including wars and other internecine conflicts. Women are especially

overrepresented in the victim statistics for sexually violent crimes such as child pornography,

incest, rape and workplace harassment as well as wife/partner battering.' These victims may, if

they live to tell their tales or are remembered by others, become the population of survivors most

often encountered and accompanied by allies, advocates and helpers; these are the kinds of

women who challenged, taught and changed the project's co-participants. And, it is tragic and

understandable that in each story presented here, the survivor has experienced some form of

sexual assault in addition to other kinds of debilitating violations. Four of the survivors have

been diagnosed with multiple personalities as a result of "satanic/witchcraft" or other forms of

ritual abuse. I am furious, but I am not surprised to find that five of the twelve co-participants

have experienced sexual assaults; four call themselves survivors and believe their experience

has potentially helpful and harmful effects on their relationships with other survivors.

The discussions I wanted to have with the project's co-participants began when I sent

letters to selected colleagues and friends and invited them to join with me in talking about

ourselves and our relationships with survivors. My invitation and our subsequent responses in

person, over the phone or on paper, began processes of narration (story telling), dialogue and

reflection which are the basis of my written thesis. These conversations are intended to begin to

investigate the connections, and disconnections we may feel in relationship with survivors and

ourselves as colleagues, healers, advocates and friends. I wanted to call us allies in healing. This

In his book Therapy For Adults Molested As Children: Beyond Survival, New York.

Spring Publishing, 1989,^61 , psychologist John Briere suggests that child sexual abuse is to

some extent "socially supported (or at least not socially prevented)" as is rape and wife-battering.

Two aspects of North America's "victimizing culture" pertinent to survivor's victimization

discussed in this study are: "(a) adversarial social forces that support the devaluation and

exploitation of those with lesser social power (especially women, children and the aged—each

of whom are common targets for abuse...," and "(b) cultural dynamics that seek to deny or

discount the results of such victimization, by referring to abuse disclosures as lies or distortions,

or by blaming the abuse on the victim... ."





project arose in part out of my own necessity to name myself as an ally and to discover who my

own allies are, where they can be found, and how we can join each other. I am trying to uncover

a network, or alliance, of support and subversion that encompasses the personal, political and

transpersonal dimensions of my loving struggles for healing and justice.

Dangerous Remembering

I have used a variation of the term "dangerous memories," a phrase coined by German

political theologian Johann Baptist Metz (Metz, 1980) and used most powerfully by feminist

liberation theologian Sharon Welch in her books Communities of Resistance And Solidarity

and A Feminist Ethic of Risk. Like Welch, I am trying to examine the ways that Christian praxis

has given me "dangerous memories of freedom" (Welch, 1989) in my work and relationships

with survivors of battering, sexual assault and ritual abuse. I begin the thesis by voicing my

queries and protest, wondering how I have resisted my own memories of the powerful feelings

and experiences I have shared with survivors, and acknowledging the ways my remembering

parallels the therapeutic processes I ask my clients to embark upon. Despite the clinical and

institutional structures (dominant judicial and psychological theories, state and federal mental

health policies, the exchange of money for "professional" services, etc.) that strive to reinforce

hierarchical power arrangements and inflexible "boundaries," between us, it is my contention

that in fact, we (survivors and I, within our relational networks) are healing, in our own ways, in

our own time—somehow, together. As feminist therapist Annie Rogers says so eloquently about

herself and her client: "Through this wish she invites me into a vital drama, a drama in which

two are playing and both persons playing are really vulnerable to one another. In this story both

the patient and the therapist are capable of accurately knowing and healing one another.

(Rogers, 1991).

Whether we see ourselves as victims or helpers, as allies or survivors, I believe we are

all fearful when we remember how we have been shamed, tortured or terrorized, recall our

helplessness, our betrayals, and recognize the ways we have learned to hide ourselves—to

survive. We can also recall and celebrate our marvelous ingenuities, our lucky breaks, the help





we found, and our subversive hope for justice. Why is it difficult to remember what we women

know about ourselves in relationships? Why is it so hard to hear the histories of the victimized

and their companions? With whom do we women share our stories? And what then is dangerous

about remembering? Welch says it well:

Dangerous memories are stories of defeat and victory, a casting of the past in

terms of a present of joy, hope and struggle... (they) become dangerous as they

serve as the spur to further action and critique, an ennobling reminder of the

good that can be attained by ordinary people... dangerous memory leads to political

action. (Welch, 1989).

Theologically Metz describes dangerous memory as "the remembrance of the process of becom-

ing subjects in the presence of God." (Metz, 1980; Welch, 1989)

Memories are dangerous when they expose and undermine the "social amnesia" (Jacob v.

1975) which isolates and represses our experiences of terror in order to blame victims and keep

us from connecting with past and present sources of defiance, creativity and hope . Dangerous

memories are threatening to entrenched institutions such as conventional psychotherapy, educa-

tion, Christian ministry, legislative politics, and capitalist businesses, for example, which main-

tain oppressive structures (controlled by elites) through exercising power over their constituents

rather than sharing power, profits and resources equally with them. Thus we who are employed

or aligned with these institutions and dare to remember, to protest and to challenge "the powers

and the principalities" can be in danger of losing our jobs, our professional reputations, and

important personal relationships. These are risks some of us, some of the time, are willing to

take. This thesis records and develops my conversations with some courageous and risk-taking

women.

Throughout this thesis I will be trying to make more intelligible the connections I

experience between psychological resistance and political resistance, between psychological

health and political action (Gilligan, 1991). I want to make clear that remembering is an active,

empowering resource for change, dangerous to those who uphold the status quo. Re-membering,

as this term is redefined by lesbian feminist theologian Carter Heyward, is far more than the

simple recalling of past events. Rather, it is an active engagement with and repair of the many





frightened and fragmented parts of our selves-in-relation in the context of our whole lives: our

families, our communities and our global ecosystems (Heyward, 1989). Re-membering. is about

engaging ourselves, body, mind and spirit in the mending of the relational ruptures of the world.

Allies

No one lives and survives totally alone, an independent entity unto her/himself. This

thesis project has been designed in part as a collaborative process between ordinary people,

myself and a group of women friends and colleagues, all of whom have made vocational com-

mitments to work for and with survivors of violence. For me, allies do more than witness atroci-

ties or perform "cures." Allies stand alongside the marginalized, joining the survivors, sharing

together in mutual struggles for healing and for liberation. I believe that we are profoundly

changed through these relations.

In this project the co-participants I interviewed, represent women of different ethnic/

cultural backgrounds (African American. German, Chicana, WASP, Jewish, Cherokee, Puerto

Rican), sexual orientation/ preferences (lesbian, heterosexual), marital status (married, partnered,

divorced, single) and religious/spiritual practices (Christian, Tarot, Catholic, Cherokee,

Quabbalah, Buddhist, Jewish, Goddess, and various combinations). The project's co-participants

range in age from their 30's to late 50's. All have undergraduate degrees and at least one graduate

degree in a variety of disciplines including business, education, social work, theology, psychol-

ogy and nursing. We have been employed in a variety of settings: churches, private practices,

universities, nursing homes, clinics, and agencies. Some of us are unemployed or underem-

ployed. All of the co-participants, like myself, do or have done some form of "counseling" as

part of our work. Some define ourselves as therapists, others decidedly do not. Through written

questionnaires and in-person interviews, the project co-participants and I told stories and an-

swered questions about our experiences of relationships with a particular survivor or group of

survivors, reflecting on these four topic areas: the impact of such relationships for us; the ways

we utilized our personal and professional supports; our use of religious, spiritual, and ethical

resources; and our motivations and commitments.





Resistance

I understand that human heings and all earth creatures exist as "selves in relation"

(Jordon, 1991), connected and interdependent with each other, from the tiniest gnats to the

largest cosmic clouds. The experiences of violation that survivors share with allies show us that

we are capahle of terrible relational destruction as well as profound acts of relational healing I

search, then, for the roots of violence in the ruptures, disconnections and degradation of subjects

within our common relational matrices. Perpetrators of violence try to control the manner and

means of our discourse, exercising abusive power to silence, divide and conquer those they fear,

and wish to dominate. The body politic then suffers the pain of hatred and division as women,

children, "queers/' folk who are disabled, the poor, peoples of color and the earth herself are

abused and neglected. The trauma of such massive violation has multidimensional effects:

physical, psychological, social, spiritual, political. Allies, however, are resisters. In this study,

by telling our stories in relation to the survivors we have known, allies defy some of the discon-

nections caused by abusive power, exposing in small but insistent ways, the "lies, secrets and

silences" (Rich, 1979) used by heterosexist patriarchy to victimize "good girls," trying to keep

us silent about those who harm us and quiet about our resistance and our courageous healing.

Speaking out about ourselves we, whom I call allies, can position ourselves to accompany each

other:

—going backward now—from a psychological resistance which takes the form

of not knowing and covers a series of disconnections, to a political resistance

which exposes false relationships and brings relational violations out into the open,

to a healthy resistance to disconnection which grants immunity to psychological

illness—the resistance which is rooted in wanting and having honest relationships.

(Gilligan, 1991).

By telling the truth about who has hurt us and how, we can soften the psychological

resistance that causes us become disconnected from ourselves and each other and to "forget" our

pain, our passion and our longing for justice . By joining together in political resistance we can

refuse to passively collaborate in relational violations and can engage compassionately in

creating more honest, nonviolent relationships. Sharon Welch insists that:





"the experience of resistance is itself a denial of the necessity of patriarchy;

it is a moment of freedom, the power to embody momentarily an alternative

identity. This affirmation serves as the ground for political resistance to social

structures." (Welch, 1985).

By listening carefully to the other allies' voices I too begin to remember, to more honestly voice

my truths, affirming my deepest feelings, tapping my vulnerable strengths.

Recovery

Poet/activist Judith McDaniel writes about her addiction and recovery from the disease

of alcoholism—a "fearsome process" that continues to transform her personal and political

well-being:

It is a fearsome process, this recovery, because it often puts us in new territory.

We call it recovery, but most of us were never there before, and so we don't

recognize the place... And sometimes that makes us afraid. (McDaniels, 1989)

What is this new territory that McDaniels speaks about and how does she go about

getting there? For this poet, a member of a 12-step group, and many others who have suffered

from relational and chemical abuses, healing requires learning brand new behaviors: honestly

feeling and naming these abuses, refusing to participate in further violations (of one's own body

or others'), taking responsibility for making amends when possible, connecting with others in

mutual aid and support, turning to a "higher power" for spiritual sustenance and courage. Recov-

ery, then, is a complex, nonlinear process through which individuals, alone and in groups can

begin to effectively manage the physiological effects of trauma, can remember and mourn the

devastating losses caused bv violation, can reconnect with others, creating and sustaining rela-

tionships that are mutually empowering and finally, may reconstruct a "coherent system of

meaning and belief that encompasses the story of the trauma. " 2

Because of the devastating and pervasive socio-political effects of trauma, recovery from

violation and its resultant posttraumatic stress disorders, means much more than undertaking

Judith Herman notes this as the seventh stage of recovery from trauma outlined by her

colleague M.R. Harvey in An Ecological View of Psychological Traumas unpublished ms.,

Cambridge Hospital, Cambridge, MA, 1990, p.213.
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individualistic, psychological pacification through talking and/or drug therapies. As psychiatrist

Judith Herman notes, "...in the course of a successful recovery, it should be possible to recognize

a gradual shift from unpredictable to reliable safety, from dissociated trauma to acknowledged

memory, and from stigmatized isolation to restored social connection." (Herman, 1992). These

shifts of recovery all occur in relational contexts; all require personal, social, and transpersonal

interventions.

As a feminist Christian, I think theologically. Because I image God, or the sacred as the

nonviolent, sacred power which connects and empowers us through mutual relations (Heyward,

1989), I use terms like healing and liberation to describe holistic processes of recovery—as

complimentary movements for the just, mutual transformation of all relationships: intrapsychic,

interpersonal, global. As Carter Heyward writes:

The vision of mutuality often includes equality between, for example, people of

different races or men and women. But this is of more than mere equality. It is a

vision of justice in which, by the power of God, we call one another forth into our

most liberating, creative possibilities. Mutuality, unlike equality, signals relational

growth and change and constitutes an invitation into shaping the future together.

(Heyward, 1989).

Throughout the work of this thesis I hope to demonstrate that for the allies involved in

this project, the dangers involved in acting for the common good, of remembering, and not

betraying, our deeply connected selves-in-relation, are worth the attendant risks. This thesis

project is one piece of my commitment to "adopt an attitude of constructive defiance" 3 joining

with others to embody the courage we need to struggle and to hope for resistance and recovery.

In the present lives we are building, for the dreams we shape for the future, no one is truly free

until we all are free. For me this thesis project signifies a special time, a kairotic moment, a

chance to begin to voice and to share my own story, one among many.

This fine line was delivered by the actor R.P. Rodriguez in his play, "The Bible Belt and

Other Accessories" at the Alice B. Gay and Lesbian Theater Festival, July 24, 1993 in Seattle,

Washington.





Personal Praxis

For me the hardest part of writing a thesis was getting started. To begin I had to slow

down enough to listen to my partially formed feelings and questions, to risk sharing my confu-

sion and excitement with another, to receive her feedback, and to believe strongly enough in my

own history, my own story, as a valid narrative for critical reflection and new learning. Here is a

story of the conversation which gave me a jump start toward this thesis/project, followed by a

narrative of my experiences (from 1983 to 1992) which formed the basis for my ongoing study

—

truly a work in progress.

One day late in August, 1992, after a whole summer of stalls, I talked with my
partner Chris about a new book that really excited me. "I really like what Judy Herman
had done in Trauma and Recovery." I said. "Finally someone has written something helpful

about how it feels to work with survivors who are in such terrible pain and danger—and

about the social dimensions of trauma."

Chris stepped into the conversation. "You know, you have done this work with

survivors and trauma for so many years—for your whole professional career. Why aren't

you focusing on any of this for your thesis?

"No! No! I'm not going to talk about trauma!" I protested quickly and vehemently.

"I want to work on something very much different."

"Why?" she probed. I felt flustered and scrambled to come up with some kind of

rational answer, to sound convincing, like I really knew what I was doing. I felt confused

and silly.

Quietly Chris replied. "Wait a minute," she said. "You've had a year off to study,

you don't have a heavy case load, but you still sound like you're afraid of burnout. What is

this?"

But what really lay behind my strong refusal to explore and reflect on my own
experience as a therapist for and with survivors of torture, abuse, addictions and neglect?

Why this disquieting confusion? Was I afraid or something, or someone? Myself?

In 1983 I left my home on Maui, in Hawaii, to move to Seattle, and become a social

worker. I knew very little about professional social work in its "clinical" or organizational

modes. I had never even met anyone officially employed as a "social worker." In retrospect,

however, I believe I had a basically sound hope that social work practice would help me bring

together (and hopefully make a living at) my growing feminist analysis of the personal, institu-

tional, and global impacts of patriarchal power (racism, sexism, heterosexism, imperialism, class

oppression, ageism, environmental destruction, etc.) and grassroots movements for social

10





change. I was also continuing to struggle and search for new forms of feminist spiritual practice

which would help me come to terms with my roots as a Protestant, evangelical Christian,
4 deeply

wounded by misogynist church doctrine and praxis yet always moved by the call to love God

with all my heart, soul and mind and to love my neighbor as myself. I was yearning to create and

engage in forms of social healing, an agenda I drew from my foundations in Christian social

ethics as well as socialist feminism.

I came to social work, and my vocation as a feminist therapist, activist and bodyworker,

feisty but scarred from fighting feminist battles in seminary, in church, in my high school and in

community groups. I celebrated my efforts for change but needed something more to sustain me

in these struggles—to preserve an active presence of hope over the long haul. I knew by then that

change, my own and others', came slowly, at great cost.

Tired, angry, and grieving for my lost sense of divine acceptance and security, I had

dropped out of seminary and the Anglican Church in New Zealand in 1980 when I could no

longer tolerate the sexist jokes and liturgical language, the all-male hierarchy and the legacy of

U.S. and British Christian colonialism I saw among Pacific peoples. Leaving seminary was, for

me, a desperate and courageous move to resist the continual wounding I suffered and to find a

more authentic sense of myself as an American, a lesbian feminist, a woman longing to connect

spiritual and social values. I began a heart-wrenching process of understanding my formation,

my racism and my privilege as a Pacific Islander, a kamaa'ina haole from Hawaii; a Caucasian

"foreigner" by skin color who nevertheless belonged to the aina (land) on which I was born and

raised. Depressed, confused and excited, I was in fact becoming someone I had been warned to

avoid—an angry rebel and a stirrer.
5

I was baptized an Episcopalian in the diocese of Hawaii, in a theologically liberal parish.

However, in my teens and twenties I became an ardent "born again" evangelical and charismatic,

active also in Baptist and Pentecostal prayer groups and healing services. I was not aware of

myself as a lesbian at this time.

This is a colloquial New Zealand pakeha (white) term for someone who is an instigator, the

troublemaker who "stirs the pot." I was called a stirrer in the seminary I was attending when I

protested the use of sexist liturgy in chapel services.

11





Leaving seminary I began to forge my new identity in the company of other feminists,

(separatists, artists, anti-racism workers, Christian ministers, laborers) most of whom worked far

outside or on the margins of traditional institutions. T did an internship at an Anglican-Methodist

social services center and subsequently left Christian worship and mainstream Christianity

altogether. I began to profoundly distrust the notions of Christian charity I grew up with, recog-

nizing the ways that "benevolence" was used by the powerful to pacify the poor and the

marginalized - and to perpetrate oppression.

Back home on Maui I tried to pull together all the issues which were most important to

me personally, politically and religiously, all in the context of feminist activism. I began to

understand that violence done to women and children was a direct, physical consequence of male

supremacy and, in a "conversion" of sorts, I became an advocate and made what I saw as a

political commitment to working with these survivors. I believed that advocating for them would

help empower them to change their personal lives as a first step toward a revolutionary

transformation of patriarchy for us all. As I became immersed in grassroots activism, I helped to

found and staff a shelter for battered women children, became a volunteer at the local crisis

hotline and joined the sexual assault crisis center. I organized the first Maui protest march against

rape and formed a community organization to change laws and court procedures for survivors of

sexual assault and domestic violence. Becoming more experienced as a counselor and an

organizer, I was proud of the significant victories my feminist colleagues and I had gained but

was increasingly traumatized by my exposure to prolonged abuse, bigotry and hate.

To integrate my private and social lives more fully I came out as a lesbian to my parents

and became president of the local gay, lesbian and bisexual community organization, Both Sides

Now. As an "out" lesbian I really began to experience the joys of belonging to a gay-lesbian

affirming community through personal relationships, B.S.N, social and cultural events and

through co-facilitating workshops at women's conferences and public forums.

But I was not really prepared for the virulent homophobia, both overt and covert, I would

meet, especially in Christian circles. I argued with conservative Christians who raged at me,

calling me a "whore," a "threat to the American family" and an "abomination unto God."

12





None of my old friends from charismatic prayer groups supported me privately or publicly. Most

politely pretended they had never known me.

My public affiliation with BSN caused me to lose my job as a religion and health teacher

at the Episcopal prep school from which I had graduated six years before. To some students'

parents membership in B.S.N, meant that I must be homosexual and for that reason alone was

not fit to teach. Without ever speaking to me about the accusations nor consulting with the other

straight and gay faculty members at the school, the headmaster (a clergyman who had known me

and my family for many years) refused to renew my contract. His stated reason? Ostensibly I did

not have a "parish commitment." The diocesan bishop, to whom I had written regularly while I

was in New Zealand, chair of the school's board of trustees, never spoke to me during or after the

controversy. None of the other faculty spoke up on my behalf. Though supportive of me person-

ally. I did not think that my family would support any legal or public protest of the headmaster's

decision.

I have never forgotten this event. I lost my profession, lost respect for some important

personal mentors, lost a lot of self-confidence and had my political naivete destroyed. I carried

away a great deal of personal suffering and political disillusionment in my body. However,

through this painful experience I learned some important lessons.

I learned that affirming myself as a lesbian and supporting my lesbian, gay and bisexual

friends was risky and dangerous, both to me and to those who perceived me as threatening to

their comfortable concepts of God and humankind. I began to grasp a profound spiritual truth.

Sexuality had everything to do with personal and institutional power dynamics. Disillusioned,

I encountered the limits of individual strategies for survival or change within larger institutional

conflicts. I was confronted by a deeply disturbing dilemma. As a haole, middle-class lesbian I

could be an a victim of oppression as well as an oppressor. I started to understand viscerally that

trying to maintain a secretive silence about my lesbian feminist identity would not necessarily

protect or save me (Lorde, 1984). I discovered how important it was to know who would stand

with me to work for justice; who would risk the attendant public guilt and punishment by asso-

ciation. Although I continued to read feminist and liberation theologies, and studied Buddhism.
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I learned never to place unqualified trust in human religious teachers or movements again.

Because of this profound betrayal, I sadly understood that despite individuals' best intentions,

liberal Christianity's rhetoric of love and justice could be dangerously deceptive as long as those

in power continued to call the shots.

Two years of graduate social work training, (1983-1985) two internships and three jobs

as a social worker for sexual assault survivors later, (1985-1991) I began to simultaneously

sharpen my critique of traditional psychotherapy and to develop my skills as a feminist therapist

and bodyworker. Agency employment, including long hours spent with survivors, their loved

ones, child protective workers, teachers, prosecutors, defense attorneys and police officers had

given me an acute sense of the individual, familial and community costs of victimization as well

as the long, costly processes of recovery and restitution. I became convinced that "therapeutic"

interventions could not be limited to traditional office locations and the "50 minute hour" but had

to engage the survivor and her/his support systems at home, at work, in churches, at schools—in

their ecological contexts. I became more and more dissatisfied with traditional diagnostic catego-

ries and treatment modalities which located "dysfunction" entirely in the psyche or the family of

the survivor, never implicating the patriarchal social systems which condition most men toward

violence and most women toward servitude. Rather than focus solely on interventions after the

damage was done, I became involved in prevention trainings with parents, teachers and childcare

workers. We focused on nonviolent, nonsexist child care techniques and methods for empowering

children to ask for what they wanted and for resisting unwanted pressures from adults and peers.

I began a private practice and became increasingly committed to one central tenant of my

social-psychotherapeutic praxis : my clients, the survivors themselves, were the experts of their

own lives as well as of their own needs for recovery in mind, body and spirit. Rather than

promoting myself as "the professional expert," with unlimited power over my clients, I had to

stretch beyond the limits of my training and to take my relationships with survivors more seri-

ously. I began to allow myself to accompany my clients and to acknowledge that we were

engaged in healing ventures together. To my surprise and delight, practicing a feminist ethic of

mutuality (Heyward, Jordan and Surrey, 1992) in my therapeutic relationships, working towards
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equalizing the power imbalances between my clients and myself, allowed all of us to be more

authentic, modeled relational integrity and "growth in connection." (Jordon, Kaplan, Miller, &

Surrey, 1991) for all the persons involved. I began to talk openly with clients about how much I

was learning from them and they began to bring me more stories, rituals, art and organizations

which were helpful to them, their families and friends. I started to understand, more honestly

than ever, the kinds of challenges an ethic of solidarity requires, and the benefits that relation-

ships offer.

To do this work honestly and clearly I have had to care for my own psychological-social-

spiritual wounds and to cultivate stronger networks of supportive friends and professional

colleagues. My own positive experiences as a psychotherapy and bodywork client led me to

further training and licensure as a massage therapist. As I began to incorporate bodywork into my

therapy practice, I discovered concrete, physical evidence of the profound violations (rape,

battering, emotional neglect, sexual harassment, and torture, for example ) many women have

suffered, dissociating and disdaining the beauty and wisdom of our feelings, our desires, our

sensual, physical bodies. By creating safe settings in which to intentionally attend to our bodies

in therapy, we began to connect more deeply to our whole selves-in-relation; touching and being

touched, hearing each other into speech (Morton, 1985), finding ways to weave together, in one

small relationship, our movements for personal, familial and political transformation. In the

midst of this healing, re-membering work, clients and I began to ask deeper questions about

spirituality, about anger, love and reconciliation, about trust in a "power greater than our (indi-

vidual) selves." We began to design rituals together to acknowledge common, sacred moments

of healing and liberation.

Outside of small psychotherapy interactions, it was much harder for me to feel connected

to a strong network of understanding friends, strong enough, that is, to sustain me through these

hours of sharing with and standing by survivors in their/our terror, helplessness, rage, physical

danger, numbness and frightening isolation. I experienced more and more of what some psycho-
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therapists call "traumatic transference and countertransference" (Herman, 1992 6
), or "vicarious

traumatization" (McCann and Pearlman, 1990)—that is, the mutual exposure to traumatic

feelings and beliefs between therapist and client. I began to forget what I knew about sharing

my pain with others.
7

1 lost track of my feelings and had less and less energy for social action.

I became bone tired with a weariness that simple rest would not mend and I was drawn again

to my spiritual roots to look for sustenance.

Through loving, struggling, honest relationships with a compassionate woman pastor,

my feminist spiritual companion 8
, and a small, diverse U.C.C. congregation, I cautiously began

to experience a more holistic, congregational form of Christian feminist praxis, of spirituality -

as-community. Over time I "joined" this church. I began to attend Sunday worship services

regularly, worked on a church committee, preached, held babies in the nursery and facilitated an

adult education class, as well as giving myself time off for personal retreats. I joined other "out"

gays, lesbians and bisexuals in the congregation.

Within the context of these strong relational bonds, with diverse people of different ages,

and backgrounds, I started to examine my powerful yearning for companionship and solidarity in

the personal/political struggles I engaged in with my clients, colleagues and friends. During these

times of intimate communion, I searched for the sources of healing and liberation we were

I am very appreciative of psychiatrist Judith Lewis Herman's pioneering work with incest

survivors and other survivors of sexual and physical torture and trauma. However, her important

book Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence - from Domestic Abuse to Political

Terror, New York: Basic Books, 1992, lacks a critical analysis of psychiatry as a treatment

modality and therapeutic ideology which, as I understand it, replicates many of the alienating

and disempowering relational dynamics from which survivors are attempting to resist and

recover.

I did talk as much as I could with my "soul sister" and my partner, who understood my
feelings and honored my needs for venting frustrations and sorrow I did not feel free to share as

honestly with other professional colleagues, though I did try to talk about "burnout" with several.

One attempt I made to organize a study/support group of like-minded friends fizzled out after

two meetings.

Since she does not follow an authoritarian model, and I do not take "direction" well, we have

decided that our relationship is more like a friendship. Hence "spiritual companionship."
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discovering. For example, two clients who suffered from severe ritual abuse and resultant

multiple personalities and I shared our beliefs and actions for Christian nonviolence during the

Persian Gulf War in 1991. We had all participated in anti-war demonstrations, and I believe each

of us felt supported and affirmed by the others when we found out that we were actually protest-

ing together.

Imaging God, or the sacred, as source and resource (Solle, 1975; Heyward, 1989) of this

relational power of loving in the midst of terrible violation and suffering, has me returning again

and again to the need for articulating and creating new forms of social healing rooted in an ethic

of just friendship and solidarity with "all our relations," including the earth.
9

1 entered the

Doctorate in Ministry Program in Feminist Liberation Theology at the Episcopal Divinity School

to join with others who share some common commitments for re-membering and celebrating our

lives together in the body politic. It is my hope that this thesis project, done in the company of

some of my most respected friends and colleagues, will challenge us to raise our voices of

protest and hope, to disrupt violent systems of patriarchal oppression and to strengthen us for the

work of transforming the abuse and violence we live and breathe every day.

This thesis is part of the process as well as a product of my explorations. To begin the

thesis I had to do exactly what I have told my clients they must do in order to remember, recover

and recreate lives which have been torn apart by suffering and betrayal, by powerlessness and

terrible grief. I had to feel again and name what had happened to me in my relationships with

survivors. I had to honestly face my rages, my despair, my numbness, my exhaustion, my sense

of humor and the creative ways I had tried to cope. I had to acknowledge that we, clients and

care-sharers, our families and friends, had much in common; we were allies in this healing

business together. I had to challenge my spiritual and political commitments to the core. And I

had to learn and relearn, that even when I felt most isolated, that I was not alone. I had to have

I would use the term "ecofeminism" to best describe this form of liberating praxis. For

two examples of ecofeminist thought see Judith Plant, Healing the Wounds: The Promhe of

Ecofeminism, Philadelphia: New Society Publishers, 1989, and Rosemary Radford Ruether,

Gaia and God: An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing, New York: Harper San Francisco,

1992.
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friendly, courageous companions, or "allies," in order to survive, and to thrive.

In the context of my own life and the mutual joys, tragedies and struggles I have shared

with survivors of violence, I recognized a deep need (one I had often been too embarrassed to

share) for some deeper, more intimate connections with my clients, colleagues and friends, to

share what I came to see as some of our common struggles for healing and liberation. I am

learning to recognize this need not primarily as a problem of psychological dependency but as a

precious human requirement and a resource for change. I feel much akin to my clients, and this

identification, I believe, makes us more honest and stronger people-in-relationship both in our

psychotherapy and in our larger interpersonal and political lives.

As I have become engaged in designing and implementing this thesis project I have

struggled to understand that my personal, psychological "resistance" to suffering is connected to

my participation in movements for political resistance and emancipation. It is only by and with

the support and challenge of my partner, my project co-participants, my family and friends that I

have the courage to continually ask myself,

"With whom do you believe your lot is cast?

From where does your strength come? " (Rich, 1983)

It was obvious to me that I could not investigate the questions which move me most

solely by myself, nor did I want to design a thesis project that was entirely individualistic in its

goals or its applications. But how to plan for a process that would engage all co-participants in

some degree of mutual involvement with each other, at least during some specific activities

together?
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II. METHODOLOGY

If there's anything worth calling theology, it's listening

to people's stories, listening to them and cherishing them.

Mary Pellauer

Power of Personal Narrative

I believe that good theology, good psychology, good politics, good play—the disciplines

which arise out of careful reflection on and enjoyment of human relationships, are based on

stories—dialogues in which subjects, in their own ways and times, remember, listen, narrate,

imagine, and together author new texts and new possibilities. Marjorie Mbilinyi says it well:

"The stories are not personal property. They are the collective product of the

exchange which occurs in the speaking/recording period. New ideas emerge for

both as a result of exchange and debate. That is the very task of popular memory,

to challenge the... (ally) to rethink her life story, to critique and change it. This

creates new possibilities of changing reality as well." (Mbilinyi, 1989, emphasis mine).

Put most simply, the basis for the methodology I designed for this study is story-telling

between the allies and myself. Most of this dialogue occurred verbally during structured, taped

interviews. Some dialogue was exchanged in writing as co-participants and I edited and inter-

preted our interview transcripts. A few co-participants spoke to me informally. Each co-partici-

pant was asked to begin her interview by telling the interviewer a story about a particular

encounter or relationship she had with a survivor or survivors of interpersonal violence.

Questions, laughter, silences—all discussion between interviewer and narrator followed this

initial story-telling period.

But how could I best make sense of the large volume of materials the co-participants

and I had developed in this project? Like many feminists, I began by working long and hard to

understand the traditional data-gathering, analytical and conceptual tools used by theologians,

social scientists, cultural workers and activists, most of which were devised by men and have

primarily used men as research objects. Despite their claims of scientific "neutrality," I found

that these methods actively promote the dominance of eurocentric male experiences, as well as

the concurrent silencing and suppression of women's lived experiences, in research theory and
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in application. 10 In good conscience I could not use these methods without critique and so have

developed my own particular research "recipe" in order to best understand and savor the rich

variety of "ingredients" (written words, audio tapes, person-to-person conversation, visual

images) provided for me by the allies in this project.

Thus, to better understand the particular power of memory and story-telling in some

women's lived experiences, I employed several methodological strategies throughout this study,

all of which were derived from feminist and postmodern researchers and theorists in the social

sciences (Harding, 1987; Gilligan, 1989; Jagger and Bordo, 1989; 1992; Personal Narratives

Group, 1989). The discussion below outlines several features of those theories which have

impacted the formulation and praxis of my project, designed and done in the company of my

co-participants. These features include: consent/confidentiality; contextuality; interactivity;

collaboration; reflexivity; multiplicity of modes of discourse; and the exposure of contradictions

and subversions (Oakley, 1981; Lykes, 1989; Fine, 1992; Lather, 1986, 1991; Reinharz, 1992).

In particular I used most of the research methods described by sociologist Sherry Gorelick in

her study, "The Changer and the Changed: Methodological Reflections on Studying Jewish

Feminists." (Gorelick, 1989).

The methods I have chosen clearly differed from most "male stream" researchers quite

significantly. I chose them because I believe they reflect my own stake in understanding and

transforming, both internally and externally, oppressive structures and forces which disempower

survivors and allies in various blatant and subtle ways. Unlike the traditional patriarchal tools,

I believed that these methods would give the reader a more accurate understanding of the co-

participants in the embodied contexts of our relationships with survivors, including such

important factors as ethnicity/cultural values, class status and religious/spiritual or ethical

10 For an extremely thorough feminist critique of and challenge to white androcentric

bias in social science theory and research see Sondra Fargis' article: "Feminism And The

Reconstruction of Social Science" in Jagger, Alison M. and Bardo, Sudan R., eds. Gender/

Body/Knowledge: Feminist Reconstructions of Being and Knowing. New Brunswick and

London: Ruters University Press, 1990, pp. 207-223.
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commitments. These are also the methods which help me most to listen and cherish our voices,

and our lives, in their particularities and complexities.

Consent/Confidentiality

M. Brinton Lykes, social psychologist, political activist and research collaborator with

Guatemalan women, has written most helpfully about the dynamics of power differentials

(literacy, education, mobility, ethnicity, access to media, poverty, political risk, etc.) between

research collaborators and the ways these differentials impact the process of "informed consent."

(Lykes, 1989). To address the power imbalance inherent in my use of others' stories for a project

I principally designed and for which I was the main interviewer, I modified Lykes's three consent

forms (See Appendix A for consent forms "A", "B", and "C") to offer my co-participants varying

levels of control over the uses of their materials, over differing lengths of time. All the forms

indicated who would have access to edited and unedited tapes, transcripts and texts and included

the use of chosen pseudonyms and other disguising techniques to try to ensure the privacy and

safety of all co-participants. Each woman was asked to review all three forms, to make any

modifications she found necessary and to sign the one she felt best reflected her interests. Co-

participants were encouraged to choose to respond or not to respond to directions and questions

posed in the questionnaires and interviews as they wished. Without this written permission from

co-participants I agreed that I would not tape, transcribe, publish or present their materials. Of

the eleven co-participants excluding myself, eight chose consent form "A", the least restrictive

form, two chose form "B" and one selected form "C", the most restrictive form. In each instance

the co-participants expressed far more concern about safeguarding the identities of the survivors

they spoke about than personal worry about their own self-protection.

Contextuality

Methodological frameworks developed by the Personal Narratives Group, a collective

of women anthropologists, historians, literary scholars, and social scientists affiliated with the

Center for Advanced Feminist Studies at the University of Minnesota, offered me some rich

insights into the importance of context in the hearing and telling of narratives formed through
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women's' life histories (Personal Narratives Group, 1989). Rather than trying to claim scientific

"objectivity" for my own biases and analyses, I learned to acknowledge the influences of my

own particular social location, my own contexts, on the formation, implementation drawn from

the project as well as reflections based on the assembled materials. I tried, through participant

feedback (sharing the written portions of the study) and a mutual interviewing method (see

"Reflexivity" below), to limit the impact of my biases as well as to acknowledge the strengths

which come from disclosing common experiences with project participants with whom I have

ongoing relationships. My co-participants' ethnic/cultural, geographical, educational, sexual,

religious/spiritual, and vocational contexts, drawn from the demographic data they completed in

the questionnaire, and from their interviews, are an essential part of the "voice" analysis

(Gilligan, 1992) I employ to understand our stories of ourselves-in-relation to our chosen

survivor(s).

Reflexivity

Like Gorelick's, my method encourages mutual dialogue between myself as the author of

the thesis and all co-participants who wrote and spoke for themselves, in relation to me, from

their own concrete, lived experiences. For example, I completed the same questionnaire as other

co-participants and I was interviewed in person by one of the other co-participants, sharing the

identical interview instrument I used with her. I was prepared to participate in planned small

sharing groups and infrequently I recorded my own thoughts (by journal) after some interviews.

Co-participants were invited to critique and challenge my reflections of their materials and mine.

Collaboration

I made no attempt to select a "random sample" of project co-participants. I first selected

fifteen women with whom I wished to study and I chose them for particular reasons such as

contact with survivors, spiritual and political interests and commitments, geographical proximity

to me, and ethnic and sexual diversities. Some of the project co-participants are personal friends,

one is fellow student and I would consider all of them to be my colleagues. By reputation and

by personal contact, none of these women were entirely strangers to me, nor I to them. Of the
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fifteen, I asked four women who had completed initial questionnaires to withdraw from the

study because I felt could not handle as large a volume of material as I had originally anticipated.

Eleven women chose to participate in the project with me for their own varied reasons. Each of

these women completed a written questionnaire and a taped, in-person structured interview.

I was the interviewer for all of the other co-participants.

Multiple Modes of Discourse

I did not assume that I alone knew the best ways to frame the questions which would

address my curiosities, nor to solicit responses from my co-participants. Thus, both the interview

and questionnaire instruments specifically asked for this input from the participants, and allowed

for responses which may be written, verbal, visual, or utilize other media. I designed these

instruments with the help of Candace, a feminist colleague and friend. Co-participants were

invited to edit the transcripts of their taped interviews, and transcripts were to have been made

available for group discussion. Co-participants who chose to were given drafts of the entire

thesis for response and critical feedback.

Contradictions and Subversions

Feminist educational psychologist and activist Michelle Fine has said so powerfully,

"To unearth the secrets is also to tap the costs of silencing." (Fine, 1992). Because I am

interested in the full range of my co-participants' cognitive and affective responses as well

"spiritual/religious" and "political/ideological" values, (all factors traditionally viewed as

subjective or "soft data,") my inquiries were primarily qualitative, based on first-person narra-

tives, rather than numerical or quantitative factors abstracted from large, impersonal samples

of strangers. I gathered some quantitative date, but this material was analyzed in the context of

the written and oral materials, not vice-versa. By choosing to use Carol Gilligan's method of

"voice analysis" I deliberately tried to find ways to listen to my own voice as one of the allies-

in-relation-with survivor(s) and to question as well as affirm my own biases and motivations.

As I proceeded through the study I attempted to pay close attention to my assumptions and

digressions, to material that supported, contradicted, or expanded my hypotheses, and to method-
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ological "failures" and delays. I tried to listen carefully for co-participant responses which were

spoken softly, cried over, rationalized against, or responded to with silence—to resistance and

subversion of the research design itself as well as to the particular struggles and celebrations

shared in allies' stories. I did not try to generalize the conclusions drawn from this data far

beyond the circle of co-participants and our lived realities. I do hope, however, that many diverse

readers, especially those versed in the disciplines of social work, politics, theology, education

and activism will find some "ground" of common discourse with us. Fine concludes: "So many

(women) have preserved systems for which they have been held accountable—systems that

betray, as they sustain them. If they told, secrets of privilege, sexuality, danger, terror, violence,

oppression, dependence, and fears would be transformed (Fine, 1992; emphasis mine). My

project was designed with this hope in mind: that listening and telling stories of women's

relationships with survivors of violence would be one step among others in transforming the

systems of oppression which sustain and ultimately betray us.

Interactivity

Initially I did not want to have sole responsibility for determining the outcomes of this

thesis project, either in the ways the data is analyzed or purposes for which the project outcomes

may be utilized. In addition to the time we spent during more formal, in-person interviews,

I invited co-participants to meet with me during the study in small groups. For a number of

reasons which I discuss in the last chapter of the thesis, these groups never met. However,

several one-on-one conversations played a large role in shaping the written discussion that

follows.

Talking honestly about our own feelings and sharing personal reflections about a survi-

vor or group of survivors we have known could elicit perceived and actual risks to co-partici-

pants' professional reputations, to our circles of support, and quite literally to our (allies' and

survivors') safety. Thus data from this project is not neutral or distant from the very concrete,

everyday concerns of the participants and myself. To try and promote more safety and account-

ability for us all, I asked everyone to disguise survivors' identities and to ask for their permission
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before sharing their stories during project interviews. The co-participants were asked to use

pseudonyms to disguise their own identities. Again I was surprised to find that the majority of

my eleven co-participants were far more concerned that their survivors be protected through

anonymity than with their own use of pseudonyms for self-protection. I know however, that I

will have ultimate responsibility for the material I gathered for this project and am grateful for

the trust invested in me by all my participants and readers.

Gilligan's Voice Methodology

Using Carol Gilligan's "voice" methodology, I began to bring these questions to bear on

the co-participants' conversations and recollections—written, verbal, visual: "(1) Who is

speaking? (2) In what body? (3) Telling what story about relationship—from whose perspective

or from what vantage point? (4) In what societal and cultural frameworks?" (Gilligan, 1992). But

as the study progressed I found that I needed to revise Gilligan's original voice analysis ques-

tions in several distinctive ways that follow: (1) Who is speaking? (2) Telling what stories about

relationships—from whose perspectives or from which vantage points? (3) In/through which

bodies? (4) In which societal and cultural frameworks? (5) Using which religious, spiritual or

ethical frameworks?

Why these changes in content and sequence? First, of all, it is important to me that

relational categories be stated in plurals, e.g. allies stories, bodies, relationships, frameworks,

resources. The study includes stories about a group of women allies, twelve in number, who tell

our stories about our relationships with survivors. Some individual allies also tell more than one

story about more than one survivor and plurals reflect the numbers as well as the diversities in

the kinds of narratives. Each ally tells at least one story but there is no single mode of story-

telling. Out of respect for this diversity, my reflections do not try to unify or generalize allies'

experiences to the point of creating one grand story line told by all.

Secondly, I have rearranged Gilligan's questions #2 and #3 to emphasize a subtle order

of priority between the narratives and the identities of the ally narrators. For the purposes of this

thesis I think about question #2 (In what body?) in terms of the bodily effects allies notice and
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describe in relationship with survivors. I changed the question order, then, because I want to first

listen to, describe and reflect on the stories about relationships (question #3) before I comment

on the embodied effects of these relationships for the allies. The addition of the word "through"

indicates that embodied experience is interactive: information is not simply stored or contained

in our bodies but is dynamically shared between and through them.

Third, I have added a fifth question because I have a particular interest in the kinds of

resources that have motivated, challenged, inspired and/or sustained allies-in-relationships-with-

survivors. For me and many of my friends and colleagues, these resources, some perhaps con-

nected to particular faith communities (churches, synagogues, covens, sanghas, etc.) or schools

of thought (feminism, esoteric mysticism, socialism, etc.) could best be described as religious,

spiritual or ethical. I am interested in exploring whatever it is that allies draw upon to engage in

personally and politically risky, sometimes dangerous, relationships with survivors. I was moved

to investigate my own motivations by Kathy, my spiritual companion, who first asked me,

"Megan, why do you do this work? Some people sell stocks and make money!" What followed

was the kind of soul-searching that has led to my question #5 in this study.

Throughout the voice analysis sections of the thesis I also examine my initial hypotheses

about allies and critique them. I explore common themes that emerge through the allies' narra-

tives and, in question #5, 1 pay close attention to allies' uses of relational metaphors to illustrate

our implicit and explicit spirituality. Unlike traditional social science analyses, my reflections

come from the stories embedded in the my co-participants life histories rather than from gener-

alizations drawn from statistical abstraction.

Project Accountability

I am grateful for the support and challenge of those to whom I am most accountable: my

loving partner Chris, my families on Maui and on the Mainland, my wonderful bi-coastal friends,

my advisor Carter and readers: Alison, Miriam, and Peggy, my spiritual companion Kathy and

my D.Min. colleagues at the Episcopal Divinity School. I feel a special affinity for and account-

ability with the allies who shared their spirited stories with me: Sheila, Lorraine, Amelia, Harriet,
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Fina, T. A.F., Alice O., Belinda R., Karen, Elizabeth, and Janet. I hope that this study will spark

some creative discussion among "justice loving friends" (Beverly Harrison, personal conversa-

tion, 1993) who draw upon the personal, social, global and transpersonal connections which

sustain us in our struggles for healing and liberation throughout the earth, our island home.
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III. WHO IS SPEAKING?

The co-participants who shared their memories and stories for this project did not speak

in a vacuum. I first thought that our story-telling began with my letter invitation to eleven

women to share in a collaborative research process with me. In fact our prior relationships in

other friendship and professional arenas preceded this particular collaboration and my invitation

sprang from my desire to initiate new conversations and to continue dialogues already begun.

As I began to design this study, I had a variety of hypotheses about allies-in-relation-

with-survivors I wished to explore (see Hypotheses 1-5), and had organized a collection of

methodological tools to do the job. Thus I set the contexts for the story-telling because I asked

the initial questions all co-participants responded to—questions which reflected my interests as

well as shaped our forms of self-disclosure. I also told co-participants to feel free to modify these

questions, asked in both questionnaire and interview formats, and to raise new ones as we went

along. I began the questionnaire fairly traditionally, asking for demographic information: name,

address, birthdate. In order to eventually investigate the impact of race, class, sexuality and other

relationship variables I asked specific questions about formal education (degrees), ethnic/cultural

affiliation, sexual orientation or preference, relationship status and childbearing. Following these

demographic questions came queries about our work experiences with survivors, our self-

identification as "survivors," our ethical, religious/spiritual resources, commitments and

motivations. The taped interview questions focused on the impact, effects and resources used by

allies-in-relation to a particular survivor or survivors (see Appendix A).

As I started to write these profiles of project co-participants, I struggled with questions

about what I would write about each of us and which sources I should consult. In addition to the

written (questionnaires and interview transcripts), verbal (taped interviews and in-person conver-

sations) and visual art materials I had at hand, I also had my own impressions of and information

about us based on my experiences which both precede and extend beyond the formal start of this

study. And, to further complicate matters, some of the information given me by a few co-partici-

pants months ago when I began my research, their marital/relationship statuses for example, has
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since changed. Did I have the authority to update the information given me, or to add informa-

tion I have gathered myself, about either the ally or her survivor, without specific permission?

These are exactly the kinds of questions I had hoped to pose in small group meetings with co-

participants, to try and gain a greater sense of collaboration and shared authorship for editorial

decisions about the content of the materials themselves as well as for the ways various kinds of

project data might be used and shared.

Due to lack of response by seven co-participants and scheduling problems with three,

the small groups never met. Consequently I have taken the sole responsibility of resolving the

authority/authorship questions for this thesis project. I decided to include in the "voice analysis"

section only the information specifically given me by co-participants. All of this information was

gleaned verbatim from their questionnaires, interviews, personal conversations and from editorial

changes co-participants made to their interview transcripts or to final drafts of the entire thesis. I

have not added information from my own sources and experiences, nor have I updated any of the

information already shared with me. I have tried as much as possible to have allies describe

ourselves to readers in our own words.

In section one, "Who Is Speaking? I will begin by listing all the ally co-participants and

giving, in table form, some of the relevant demographic information that was collected through

the project questionnaire. The allies, named in alphabetical order are: Alice O., Amelia, Belinda

Roberts, Elizabeth, Fina, Harriet Lorde, Janet, Karen, Lorraine, Mana, Sheila, and T.A.F.

In section two, "Telling What Stories About Relationships: From Whose Perspective or

Which Vantage Points?" I then introduce the five co-participants I chose to write about in more

depth and I reflect on the themes which emerge of the process of allies speaking and listening to

themselves narrate their stories about relationship with particular survivors. In sections three and

four: "In/Through Which Bodies?" and "In Which Societal and Cultural Frameworks?" the

transcripts of these five allies: Fina, Karen, Sheila, Lorraine and Janet, are analyzed in greater

detail.

A fifth question "Using which religious, spiritual, or philosophical resources?" was used

as a source of reflection in a separate chapter, utilizing metaphors the allies developed in their
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interviews to describe their relationships to/with the sacred—and to their individual and commu-

nity-based religious/spiritual practices. Although stories from Fina, Karen, Sheila, Lorraine and

Janet were highlighted throughout the thesis project, materials from all the allies were included

to expand and enrich our conversations and reflections.

Harriet

Lorde is a 38 year old African American woman who, during the time she encountered

her survivor, was employed as an assistant pastor in a large black Baptist church in the city

where she lived. She is a Christian by heritage and by current practice. Harriet describes herself

as lesbian, in a partnered relationship. She has no biological children. Harriet has B.A. and

M.Div. degrees; by education and income she is middle class. While she worked as a pastor

Harriet also volunteered as an advocate at the local rape crisis center. The survivor she spoke

about was referred to her through the rape crisis center and they began their relationship through

phone conversations. The survivor, a white woman who had suffered from satanic ritual abuse

and resultant multiple personalities,
11 wanted to speak with someone about her evangelical

Christian faith and her abuse.

Although she has had some experience of being "molested" by a male family member,

Harriet does not refer to herself as a survivor. She indicated that she had specifically chosen to

work with survivors and was introduced to this work through her involvement with a local

violence prevention center which focused on training for clergy and members of religious

organizations and congregations. In particular Harriet reported that "The pervasive nature of

clergy sexual misconduct has increased my commitment to be an advocate for women's safety."

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Third Revision, Washington,

D.C., American Psychiatric Association, 1987, p. 157, lists "multiple personality disorder" as a

form of dissociative disorder with the following "symptoms": "A. The existence within the

person of two or more distinct personalities or personality states, each with its own relatively

enduring pattern of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and self. B. At

least two of these personalities or personality states recurrently take full control of the person's

behavior." Some therapists, like myself, see the "symptoms" associated with MPD as healthy

forms of adaptation to horribly abusive and chaotic circumstances and thus refer to "multiplicity"

without the pejorative "disorder" label.
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Amelia

Amelia is a third generation immigrant of Western European descent, 49 years old. She

is married, heterosexual, and has two children. Amelia was brought up as a Roman Catholic, left

the church when she left home and now says she believes more in "spirituality than religion." A

practicing psychotherapist and adjunct professor, Amelia currently has middle class educational

and professional status. She has a M.C. degree, is nationally certified as a counselor and also has

a certification in hypnotherapy. Amelia met her survivor when she was serving in an internship

at a children's mental health agency. The survivor was a client, the mother of an abused child

Amelia was assigned to see for counseling.

Amelia does describe herself as a survivor but does not necessarily disclose this informa-

tion to her clients. She believes that her own experience affects her work with other survivors

and so strives to "be more aware of countertransference and be able to keep my boundaries very

clear in order to not get enmeshed with my clients' pain." Through her work with battered and

neglected women Amelia found that sexual abuse was also pervasive and so specifically sought

out training to learn more about survivors of sexual abuse.

T.A.F.

T.A.F. is a 57 year old British (Caucasian) ordained Protestant minister, seminary

professor and community organizer. She is not an American citizen and does not live in the

United States. T.A.F. has many degrees (B.A, M.R.E., M.S.W., D.Min.), primarily in the areas

of theology and sociology/social work. She is lesbian, is partnered and has no children. T.A.F 's

religious affiliation is Christian. She says, "The centre of my belief system is the requirement

to be faithful to what it means for me to be human and I must live into this the best I can. This

involves my connections with others." T.A.F. originally met her survivor through some minimal

involvement in community work together, then heard through her partner that this woman

wanted to talk with her about her childhood abuse. T.A.F. believes this woman sought her out

specifically because she was a Christian clergywoman, a feminist theologian who knew some-

thing about survivors.
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T.A.F. identifies herself as a survivor of child sexual abuse and of World War II and

believes these experiences clearly affect her, both positively and negatively. She has specifically

chosen to work with other survivors because it is an area she feels able to contribute to "in ways

not often known to others, i.e. offer theological and spiritual counsel."

Alice O.

Alice O. is Jewish, 46 years old, and is employed as a psychotherapist and adjunct

professor. She is an active member of a gay and lesbian synagogue and says that her "family of

Jewish friends nurture and support me in ways that help to keep my hope and love renewed."

She is lesbian, in a partnered relationship, and has no children. Middle class by upbringing and

profession, Alice has an M.Ed, degree and certifications in mental health counseling and mar-

riage and family counseling. Alice's survivor, a former nun, came to see her as a private practice

client when she was depressed and frequently suicidal, with a history of family violence and

incest by a sibling.

Alice O. does not identify herself as a survivor nor has she specifically chosen to work

with survivors. She says, "That experience is one of many traumas my clients bring to me, with

all the consequent pain. My clients introduced me to this area and have been great teachers."

Lorraine

Employed as a staff psychologist at a university-based clinic for children with develop-

mental disabilities and in her own private practice, Lorraine's area of speciality is in treating

child survivors of sexual abuse and assault. She is Mexican American, 35 years old, hetero-

sexual, and is married. She says she has many children, "but no biologicals." Having been raised

a Protestant, Lorraine now describes her spiritual practices as eclectic, including Jungian arche-

typal concepts, the Tarot, Quaballah studies and a deep respect for living creatures as "family "on

the earth. Lorraine's survivor, an eight year old girl, was referred to her as a client after having

been sexually molested at four years of age. Lorraine also talks about her relationship with a six

year old boy survivor of severe "molestation."
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Lorraine sees herself as a survivor of emotional child abuse and sometimes feels that

having an abuse history that does not include sexual molestation helps her to work effectively

with others. "I have an emotional understanding of the abuse dynamic—but can tolerate

survivor's descriptions of sexual abuse without having those types of reactions that survivors

of molestation elicit in other survivors."

Elizabeth

Elizabeth describes herself as a "Scottish-Finnish-Norwegian American, Semi-

Protestant recovering Christian!" She has B.A. and M.Div. degrees and has worked with survi-

vors as a pastor in parishes, as a chaplain in a hospital-based eating disorders clinic and privately

in her vocation as a spiritual director, retreat leader, and consultant. She has found liturgy and

ritual to be important tools for "making meaning of women's experience, especially in naming

what has been done to us and in healing ourselves." Elizabeth is 40 years old, has a committed

spouse and defines herself as a "woman-identified heterosexual." She has no children. Elizabeth

met her survivor, a woman who disclosed that she had experienced ritual abuse and multiple

personalities, at a church-sponsored women's retreat.

Elizabeth says that she didn't chose to work with survivors, but that they chose to come

to her as an ordained woman in ministry. Her first introduction to the recovery process was

her involvement with a seminary friend who was raped during a student church assignment.

Elizabeth states that her own life circumstances fall into broad definitions of abuse survival;

she does not generally share this with people with whom she works.

Karen

Karen is 46 years old, of German/Hungarian heritage, and is "married" to a lesbian

spouse. She has 2 granddaughters. Karen's background is in psychiatric nursing. She has worked

in psychiatric hospital units and has been in private practice full-time since 1979. Karen has

B.S.N, and M.M. (Masters in Ministry) degrees and has completed the course work for her

Masters in Psychosocial Nursing. Karen grew up in a Protestant church but currently draws on

a number of different sources for her spiritual practice: rituals for healing passages, the "paschal
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mystery," faith in the Goddess and "somewhat hesitantly" Jesus Christ. Karen's two survivors

are both current psychotherapy clients, each of whom has suffered terrifying ritual abuse have

multiple personalities and both of whom have perpetrated violent crimes against others.

Karen did not intentionally choose to work with survivors. "I think just being a feminist

and a therapist... (gave me awareness of) clusters of historical client information; I 'fell into it.'

I had to work with it—there was no other choice." She identifies herself as a survivor and says

this allows her to know first hand that people can survive incredible abuse and heal.

Sheila

With professional training as a social worker and licensed massage therapist (A.C.S.W.,

L.M.P.), Sheila is employed as a social worker in an international clinic which serves Asian and

Pacific consumers, most of whom are immigrants and refugees. She is 41 years old, heterosexual

and is divorced. She has no children. Sheila identifies herself ethnically and culturally as Bud-

dhist and Jewish. "My work with survivors is based on both the Jewish tenants of truth and

justice and the Buddhist philosophy of suffering, loving kindness and compassion." Sheila's

survivor, a Cambodian woman (wife and mother) client, came to Sheila's agency for help with

severe post traumatic stress disorders resulting from wartime mass murders (genocide), family

dissolution, village destruction, rape, starvation and cultural dislocation.

Sheila does not identify herself as a survivor but feels that the strongest influence in her

choice of vocations has been being raised Jewish post-Holocaust. "The message I received,

whether overt or covert, was that this tragedy should never happen again to any people." She

works with many different kinds of survivors and feels called to "witness" the events of their

lives.

Fina

Fina is Puerto Rican, 5 1 years old, single, and has identified herself as lesbian for the

past 10 years. For the previous 18 years she was heterosexual and married; she has two adult

children. Fina has become more middle class in status due to her education and she has several

degrees: R.N., M.Div., D.Min., in nursing and theology/ministry. She is currently employed as
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a nurse and counselor at a women's prison and has had a private practice in holistic massage and

bodywork. Fina's survivor, who had been incested by her father, came to her as a massage client.

Fina does not identify herself as a survivor. "I am aware and respectful of the holy

ground I work with when I do body work with all people and especially survivors. I identified as

a 'pro' survivor or friend of. I realize that I can't know exactly." She says that she started work-

ing with survivors by chance.

Megan (Mana) 12

I am 36 years old and call myself a "Hawaiian born haole," that is, a Caucasian born

and raised on Maui in the Hawaiian islands. I am middle class, a lesbian, live in a partnered

relationship, and I enjoy being an aunt. I have no birth children. With degrees and certifications

in religion, social work, massage therapy and ministry (pending), I work in my own private

practice as well as at two telephone crisis/referral services. I have worked with survivors for 12

years: my area of specialization is recovery from severe traumas such as family violence, incest

and child sexual assault, and ritual/cult abuse. My survivor, a Montana-born artist and a Catholic

nun, first attended a workshop I gave at a conference sponsored by a Christian feminist ministry

I belonged to. She saw me as a client for psychotherapy and bodywork. I do not identify myself

as a survivor of sexual or physical assault but have experienced the psychic and spiritual pain

(and political consequences) of coming out as a lesbian within our heterosexist cultures. I have

specifically chosen to work with survivors, the majority of whom are women and children, both

therapeutically and politically. I see therapy as part of my political/spiritual commitment

to feminism as a transforming, revolutionary movement for interpersonal, economic and ecologi-

cal change.

With years of experience in liberal and evangelical churches behind me, I now use

spiritual resources and disciplines from various Christian and Buddhist traditions. During my

12 Along with the other co-participants, I have chosen to use a pseudonym for this reason: to

allow readers the opportunity to discuss my "case" like all the others, respecting my privacy and

the confidentiality of the survivor I talk about in my story.
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interview I described my spirituality as "a passion for love-as-justice, faith in the incarnation as

the embodied, enfleshed nature of sacred relations and adherence to the practices of mindfulness

and loving kindness to transform suffering... through interconnections in the web of life."

Belinda Roberts

Belinda is a 55 year old psychotherapist and social worker with many years of work

with survivors: "elderly senile people being beaten by their families, inmates of mental institu-

tions and prisons who were beaten and tortured without cause, with East Block refugees, court

assigned cases of domestic violence, incest, violent rape, the sons and daughters of mentally ill

people..." Belinda calls herself WASP, is heterosexual, married and has four adult children. Her

survivor, a woman who had been treated for anorexia, bulimia and chemical dependencies, was

referred to her by a nun friend/colleague. No one until Belinda had ever asked this woman about

her abuse history. Belinda does not identify herself as a survivor but is recovering from a debili-

tating seven year illness which has taught her a great deal about suffering, acceptance and

healing.

Belinda believes that for her spiritual practice and healing are indivisible. She draws on

Jesus's teachings on forgiveness, the Book of Job, the sermons of Meister Eckhart,the Tao, and

the Buddhist practice of giving up "attachments." "Finding the self that is deeper than roles,

deeper than self-defined identity, that can accept God's grace and feel the cell to cell connection

to all that is living is still the goal."

Janet

Janet's ethnic/cultural heritage is Cherokee, Spanish and English. Having grown up poor,

living on and off the reservation, moving through multiple foster families and agencies, Janet is

now middle class by education. She has graduate degrees and certifications in social work and

chemical dependency treatment. Janet is lesbian, is partnered, and her child is deceased. As a

teacher and social worker Janet has had years of working with survivors: veterans, Mien and

Vietnamese refugees, runaway youth, alcoholics/addicts, battered women, etc. For this study

Janet spoke about a white woman, an incest survivor, who saw her once as a private practice
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client. This woman became Janet's lover during the early years of her incest recovery. Janet does

describe herself as a survivor, seeks consultation regularly for any "triggering of her own remem-

brances" and believes that "my being a survivor adds a dimension of sensitivity and is often

helpful to clients as a model of surviving."

Janet was raised a Roman Catholic, became a practitioner of tribal spirituality, went

through an atheistic period and then explored Buddhism, Sokanganki, and some Protestant

Christian traditions. She has returned to "my heart place in my own cultural/spiritual traditions"

and mingles them in her therapy work. "I feel the Creator of All Good Things does not have to

hear one name or worry about judgements—the Creator belongs to us all in varied forms and that

is the bottom line for me in all of our growing."
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DEMOGRAPHIC TABLE OF ALLIES
The table below lists the allies who participated in the study and outlines some relevant

demographic information:

HARRIET AMELIA T.A.F.

Age 38 49 57
Ethnicity Air. American W. European British

Sexuality lesbian het. lesbian

Spirituality Baptist ex-Cath. Protestant

Education BA, M.Div. BS.,MC MRE, MSW, D.Min.

Profession benefits exec. therapist/prof. seminary prof.

Relationship partnered married partnered

Children none two sons none

Survivor no yes yes

ALICE O. LORRAINE ELIZABETH
Age 46 35 40
Ethnicity Jewish Mex-American Scots-Finn-Norw.

Sexuality lesbian het. "woman-ident. het."

Spirituality Jewish ecclectic semi -Protestant

Education M.Ed PhD BA. M.Div.

Profession therapist/prof child psych. spiritual director

Relationship partnered married committed spouse

Children none none none

Survivor no no no

KAREN SHEILA FINA
Age 46 41 51

Ethnicity Germ-Hungar. Jewish Puerto Rican

Sexuality lesbian het. lesbian

Spirituality Goddess, Christ Buddhist feminist

Education BSN, MM ACSW, LMP RN, M.Div., D. Min.

Profession therapist social worker nurse/masseuse

Relationship married divorced single

Children granddaughters none two adults

Survivor yes no no

MANA BELINDA JANET
Age 36 55 52

Ethnicity haole WASP Cherok/Span/Engl.

Sexuality lesbian het. lesbian

Spirituality Christian, Budd Jesus, Tao, medicine

Education MSW, LMP MSW ACSW
Profession social worker therapist therapist

Relationship partnered married partnered

Children none 4 adults deceased

Survivor no no yes
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IV. TELLING WHAT STORIES ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS:
FROM WHOSE PERSPECTIVES OR FROM WHICH
VANTAGE POINTS?

Tell your story, child, and you'll see who you are.

Delores Williams

There's a dialectic between story and experience. Stories shape experience...

In a sense without stories there is no experience. On the other hand, there

is a distinction between stories and experiences which enable us to see that

not all stories are adequate to our experience. Conversely we experience a

shock of recognition when we find a story which articulates an as yet

inarticulated part of our experience.

Carol Christ

Having been introduced to the allies through preliminary sketches based on our self-

descriptions and assembled demographic materials, it is time to become "passionate knowers"

(Belenky, et. al.,1986) of these twelve women by listening to the stories we have told about

ourselves-in-relation-witb-our-survivors. During the taped interviews, I became a one woman

audience for all of these storytellers; several of them have also read and commented on my

writing before it was to be submitted to my D.Min. committee for academic scrutiny. Now you,

the readers of this thesis, become a second audience as you become engaged with my retelling of

the stories I have heard and read from allies' tapes and transcript texts. Using our voices, remem-

bering our feelings and thoughts, telling our stories, reading and listening to what each other has

expressed—clearly these are interactive processes and there are interrelationships between

storytellers and audiences, between narrators and our subjects.

Within the creative messiness of these interactions, the questions "From whose perspec-

tives?" and "From which vantage points?" become increasingly complex. At first reading and

first telling (the interviews), these are stories told by allies from our particular points of view,

and from our various vantage points. And something very important is missing. None of us

invited our survivors to participate in the story-telling process in person although some allies

asked permission of our survivors before talking about them in the interviews. I did not think to
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ask the allies to do our interviews in conversations with the survivors present and fully partici-

pating. Neither my advisor nor the members of my D.Min. colloquium group made such a

suggestion. Thus the project took shape methodologically and practically with allies talking

about survivors, not with them. Why this glaring absence of one (the survivor) half of the ally-

survivor relationship in a project which I had hoped would explore the interdependent dynamics

of healing/liberation?

Despite my and our best feminist intentions, I believe I effectively silenced the survivors,

omitting them from the story-telling process by slipping into a very familiar, very common

patriarchal pattern: the dichotomy between the "subjects" (the ally storytellers) and our "objects"

(the survivors we told stories about). Without even noticing it, I thought I could understand

storytellers alone , without the specific relational involvement of our stories' participants and

audiences.

Having developed the project this way, I then immediately missed the vitality and

integrity of survivors speaking for themselves in the first person. What different impressions we

might have of allies as well as survivors if both sides of the relational mix spoke—and spoke

together in each other's presence! In this study some beginning examples of this bidirectional

mix include the allies who are themselves survivors talking about their experiences as survivors

and the ways this fact affected their relationships with other survivors.

These allies' stories contain little demographic information (I didn't ask specifically and

most of the allies didn't offer) about the survivors. This means that many critical relational

variables such as age, ethnicity, sexuality, class status, disabilities, etc. are invisible, though

operative, in the allies' narratives about survivors. These are precisely the variables which

seriously impact relationships and greatly determine how relational power is experienced and

named—how such power is used and for whose benefit it is exercised.

All survivors of interpersonal violence have experienced distorting and damaging forms

of relational power: physical, psychological and spiritual obfuscation, manipulation and humilia-

tion as well as intimidation, coercion and domination . In relation to their abusers, all survivors

have had their trust betrayed; most are made to feel guilty and personally responsible for their
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own suffering, coerced into complicity in the actions of their jailers (particularly for those who

are incarcerated) and oppressors (Scarry, 1985; Bardo, 1989). Some, especially prisoners of war

and ritual abuse survivors, have been bribed, threatened and forced to betray others as well as to

participate in the destruction of property and the torture and murder of plants, animals and

people. These assaultive dynamics, what Starhawk has called "power over" (Starhawk, 1982) are

perpetrated by individual "offenders," as well as collectively by familial, ecclesiastical, commer-

cial, academic and other patriarchal systems and are the root cause of profound injury to most

survivors and to all living beings, including the earth (Miriam Simos, 1982; 1990). In reflecting

carefully on the stories we allies have told, I will look closely at the power dynamics expressed

through these ally-survivor relationships to try and understand whether different expressions of

relational power (in contrast to "power over,") can be found, and whether both survivors and

allies can be found to mutually benefit from relationships which may be called nonviolent

(Deming 1984) and empowering. (Myerding, 1982; Herman, 1992).

But I have gotten ahead of myself. Before proceeding any further, let us become better

acquainted with five of the allies and some summaries of the stories they have told about their

relationships with survivors. I chose to focus on these allies because they represented a good

mix of social and spiritual variables found in the total ally group: Karen and Sheila are white/

Caucasian; Fina, Lorraine and Janet are allies of color; Lorraine and Sheila are heterosexual

while Karen, Janet and Fina are lesbian; Fina, Lorraine and Sheila are not partnered, but Karen

and Janet are in lesbian couples; these allies span a broad religious/spiritual spectrum from

various forms of Christianity to feminist/Goddess worship, to Indian tribal medicine, Buddhism,

the Tarot and the Jewish Quabbalah.

Lorraine

Lorraine chose to tell two stories about relationships with two different psychotherapy

clients: an eight year old girl who had been sexually assaulted by an eleven year old boy neigh-

bor and a six year old boy who was extensively molested (oral and anal penetration) by a four-

teen year old foster kid. Each of these stories, based on Lorraine's reflections on her feelings and
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analyses of her clients' play therapy sessions, point to a primary struggle within the client-

therapist relationship—the struggle for both parties to find hope despite intense traumatization.

Lorraine described her eight year old client/survivor as being anxious, scared, respon-

sible, very, very passive and initially unable to play in therapy. To help her feel safe in her

relationship with Lorraine and to teach her more about one of the effects of trauma, regression,

Lorraine told this client a story from her own life.

And I told her, 'You know, I was sick for a whole year because I just couldn't

tell people to be nice to me. And also like you I thought I had to be nice all the

time, and people hurt me more because they could get away with it.' And she

stopped me and she said, 'Your little girl made you sick inside you.'

Either two or three sessions from the termination of therapy this girl initiated a brand

new kind of play, a session so "searing " in its impact that Lorraine just couldn't forget it. During

this play session the client really exemplified the experience of being molested for Lorraine and

witnessing this play was so painful that Lorraine wanted to yell at her, to tell her "Stop!" and to

leave the room. She allowed the child to proceed because children "need to put it out there and

have it accepted and validated by someone" but continued to be haunted by the memories of this

girl's trauma.

Lorraine makes a connection between her relationship with this child and her own

(months) later experiences of "overwhelming sadness" and a horrible nightmare in which she

saw the bloodied bodies of molested children. "Ugh... this is SO awful. How can I stand to live

a world where this happens to kids?" These traumatic experiences caused an emotional "break-

down" but eventually led Lorraine agree to do a panel on healing and art for people of color and

to carefully examine her own personal life. "Yeah, what do I do every day, what do I do every

day to balance out?"

Conversely, Lorraine's six year old client/survivor, a current boy client, almost had her

in tears with play that was "SO moving and SO sweet and so hopeful." In great detail Lorraine

described the play session in which the boy finds a purple stone heart and begins to sing,

Love's coming into the world; and here comes love and it's filling up the

world; and people won't hurt anybody anymore cuz love's in the world.
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This little boy, through expressing a whole range of feelings in his play, learns a form of

adaptation to trauma that preserves a sense of possibilities, of loving that stops people from

hurting, of hope that fills a world which is still dangerous for children and other living things.

Lorraine has carefully terminated her present therapy relationships with the eight year

old girl but extends an "open door" invitation to her to return to therapy whenever she needs to.

Lorraine has recorded her memories of the girl, in journal writing, in poetry and in pictures, in a

special client book that she keeps for herself. The girl, like all of Lorraine's clients, was given

photos of themselves with Lorraine to take home as remembrances of their healing work together

in therapy.

Karen

In narrating her story, Karen describes the survivor as a composite of two ritually abused

psychotherapy clients with whom she has ongoing relationships: the first a product of many

generations of women in her family who engage in "witchcraft;" (in this case a harmful form of

ritual practice); the other abused by a intrafamilial and extrafamilial satanic cult. Karen gives

gruesome examples of the ways these clients were violated and in turn abuse others. For ex-

ample, the first client was frequently electrocuted by her mother in a dirt pit and no family

member helped or gave her medical treatment. She continues to "drive people crazy with spells."

The second client grew up in a cult family that "bred" babies for use in rituals and sacrificial

murder. She was forced to participate in this torture. As a juvenile and later as an adult this client

became an arsonist and was jailed repeatedly for assaulting others. Prison felt like a safe place

for her.

What Karen finds most difficult about working with these survivors is not only the

horror of their stories but the fact that they seem to have no sense of conscience—they experi-

ence a "kind of consolidation with what is evil" and continue to fantasize about and actually

violate others in the ways they themselves were violated. For example, Karen tells of an agoniz-

ing ethical dilemma in which she, having been told by her second client that the client was

leaving town to murder her abusive parents, has to decide whether or not to notify the parents
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and the police. Karen struggles mightily to find some ways to find and maintain positive, nonvio-

lent connections with these deeply wounded women:

(With client #2, who dreams about torturing Karen): "And I think the other

thing I'm going to have to do somehow is keep working on the connection she

and I have... we don't have to be connected through torture, but that we can be

connected through caring..."

Because she believes that the damage done to these women is so profound that it affects

their psycho-spiritual "cores," Karen wants to work with these them to find the internal drive or

yearning that constitutes an active sense of relatedness and caring for themselves and others.

"...that what I keep going for is... that they can start pulling out of themselves...

(the part) that understands connection, that understands relationship, that under-

stands the importance of responsibility and... is the healer, that is the drive to

want to be in connection with people. Because both of these people DO have that

drive... I think that there's this... part of... people that has this yearning for connection.

And that's what I bank on... is the yearning."

Sheila

Sheila told a story about herself and her client Satt, a 40 year Cambodian woman survi-

vor of the Kmer Rouge mass rape/murders, the "killing fields" directed by dictator Pol Pot from

1975-1979. Satt's first husband was killed by the Khmer Rouge; she had a son and daughter

(who was murdered) through this marriage and a second son after she remarried. Satt herself

served in the guerrilla resistance forces against Pol Pot, knew how to use weapons and, during

the worst years of her experiences with post-traumatic stress, armed herself with a knife and

threatened to use it.

Satt arrived in the United States as a refugee in 1979 and settled in Seattle in 1983. She

came to Sheila's clinic after a letter from a family member in Cambodia triggered a "flooding" of

memories and flashbacks of the killing fields. Sheila became her social worker. During the first

year of their four year long relationship, Satt experienced severe post-traumatic stress symptoms

and was seriously suicidal. She was violent toward her kids as she was constantly raging. During

this period Sheila worked with Satt alone in her clinic office as well as doing interventions with

her husband and children at home and at school. Sheila was acutely frightened that Satt would
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kill herself, beat her children and lose custody of them. Over the course of their relationship

Sheila encouraged Satt to rage at Pol Pot and to allow herself to express all her feelings of

suffering and grief. She said, "And in some ways I don't know the extent, still, of all her

losses..."

During the early years of their work together, Sheila and Satt's relationship was tumultu-

ous, a "roller coaster" of feelings for both marked by tensions in cross-cultural communication

(Sheila used translators), extreme difficulties in establishing trust and by Satt's real capabilities

of violence. Sheila noted,

"...she has been the one who has been most severe, the trauma; and the one

who... who was willing to explore the dark side of it. Because it was just there.

You couldn't help it. I've gone the deepest with her than any other client...

Now, over four years later, remarkable healing has occurred for Satt and her family. No

one is in danger of harm; Satt, her husband and the children are flourishing. Both Satt and Sheila

have visited Satt's mother in Cambodia, and Sheila is now considered a "sister," a trusted mem-

ber of Satt's whole extended family. Sheila also accepts Satt's family as her own. Though they

don't meet so often in person, Sheila reports fondly,

"Yeah, that not just friends, but sisters. I mean, I'm a member of her family and

she's a member of my family and we take care of each other... But we talk on

the phone. And she calls me and she says, 'I miss you Sheila. You're my sister.

I haven't seen you for a long time. I love you. Let's meet at the clinic.'"

At the end of her interview Sheila reflected on this special relationship, one that has

changed and still continues to be a deep source of joy and relatedness for both women.

"...it's probably the most unique, given the cross-cultural setting, and the

barriers in communication, barriers to relationship, barriers of culture, all the

barriers there could possibly be... given all those barriers, uh, it has been the

deepest relationship that I've had. You know... going through hell... And it's

been a real joy... I ALWAYS look forward to her..."

Had we spent longer together in conversation, I would have asked Sheila more questions

about the "barriers" she encountered in relationship with Satt. Did these barriers" function solely
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to discourage relationship or might they have also in some ways allowed for different kinds of

relational patterns to occur? I would have also wanted to know more about how, in Cambodian

culture, helpers can become members of an extended family and whether "sisterhood" in Satt's

life carries with it similar connotations to sibling relationships in Euro-American cultures.

Janet

It was very hard for Janet to talk with me about her survivor because of her feelings of

shame and fear and her own ethical agonizing over this relationship. Janet had one exploratory

session with the survivor, a potential client. After this session they chose not to proceed with a

therapy relationship. Four or five weeks later Janet went to this woman "K", a professional

massage therapist, for a massage barter, during which they initiated an intimate relationship and

eventually become lovers for about three years. Because Janet and I are professional colleagues,

I sensed that she, in telling me her story, was worried that I would condemn her personally and

professionally for what she perceived as ethical misconduct.

"Now, I have always agonized over that. It was hard for you to hear, too, wasn't

it?... I've always agonized over that because as to what I did that was power-over

balance, how I created what evolved. I've been told several times that it wasn't

a big deal because it was this one interview session, but I-I have... I'm not sure

that I ever quite got over... what I may have done that offended her by having

allowed myself to become involved with her."

This relationship, with Janet's first "real significant female lover," was also an occasion

for deep self-judgement fueled by Janet's Catholicism, "one of the most guilt producing orga-

nized religions around," as well as Janet's eventual realization that she too was a survivor of

childhood sexual assault.

After an initial three month period of positive sexual relating Janet's lover/survivor

began to have sexual abuse memories and their relationship changed radically. Janet then devel-

oped fears about her own sexuality, began to shut down her sexual feelings completely and began

to "eat destructively because (she) had diabetes." Janet found herself caregiving for her lover in

the role of mother to infant, neglected her own emotional, physical and spiritual needs and felt
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terribly isolated from adult friends and colleagues who could help her understand the destructive-

ness of this relationship. Despite an agreement with her lover not to discuss their relationship

with mutual friends, and her own difficulties with trusting people, Janet eventually began to

make new friends, to "create another set of resource people for (ME) that were entirely separate

from (her lover). And that was very good that I did that."

As she began to acknowledge her own experiences as a sexual abuse survivor and

reached out to new friends for help, Janet was eventually to accept the ending of this relationship

and to learn a lot about her self-destructive behavior in the context of her own victimization and

her "codependent," (non-mutual) relational patterns. Her Native American spiritual practices,

which she felt had once kept her fearful of "abandoning" or leaving the relationship with her

lover/survivor, increasingly became a powerful resource for new self-in-relationship healing.

I think that the hardness of the relationship and the loss of myself moved me
to pay more attention to my spiritual stuff... But I became focused on what's

back there for me to heal. So I used my spiritual practices as healing tools as

well as tools to keep me alive and help me reground myself. So that I wouldn't

say that the relationship was a commitment to those things, but those things

were all impacted by the relationship."

As a result of our conversation together about her lover/survivor, Janet had these final

thoughts about her experience as a co-participant in this project:

It's scary to admit all your own foibles that catch you up. It's scary to admit all

the stuff around which you have to heal, as well as your partner. It's scary to admit

how easy it is for us sometimes to lose ourselves and find ourselves internally very

alone. It's scary because you live here in the city... theoretically we'll have contact

with each other... it's a pretty intimate kind of phenomena. It's also something that

I think you have to be willing to break because I think it's a very important thing

in terms of healing... and I think it's important not to hide... That's the biggest thing

to me. Allowing yourself to own your fear and... heal through it.

Fina

Fina began her relationship with her survivor "Karin" when she came to Fina (a massage

therapist) for weekly or bi-weekJy massages over an approximately eight month period. Karin

had been referred to Fina by a friend of another massage client. During her interview Fina did

not recount many details of Karin's personal history but instead focused on an experience she
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had with Karin in one treatment session. During this one session Karin appeared to be very

angry. Fina asked her what was happening for her at that moment and Karin then described

having memories of being abused by her father and angry feelings about what she would like to

do to retaliate. Fina initiated a towel wringing exercise in which the client imagined that she was

wringing her father's neck. According to Fina this exercise "worked very well' and over time

Karin gradually revealed that she had been incested by her father and was actively working on

healing herself in that area. This exercise proved to be a turning point of trust in their relation-

ship.

After eight months Karin suddenly stopped coming for sessions without explaining why.

Fina felt some "unfinished business" between them, did initiate phone contact between herself

and Karin a couple of times, but then felt it was not up to her, Fina, to do more to remain avail-

able. She was puzzled by the abrupt change. During the interview Fina did not explain why she

thought Karin may have terminated her therapy so abruptly but she clearly wanted to talk with

Karin about this and was unable to resume contact with her.

Her relationship with Karin had a lasting effect on Fina She has since become much

more aware of problems faced by survivors of incest, attended ISA (Incest Survivors Anony-

mous) meetings and now calls herself a "pro survivor"—a friend/ally of survivors. In her current

job as an HIV/AIDS nurse, counselor and educator in a women's prison, Fina makes connections

for her clients between their experiences as survivors of all kinds of childhood and adult sexual

violence and the "impaired sexual decision making" that put them at risk for contracting and

spreading the HIV virus to their sexual partners and their children.

Constructive Relationships

Traumatic events call into question basic human relationships. They breach

the attachments of family, friendship, love and community. They shatter the

construction of the self that is formed and sustained in relation to others. They

undermine the belief systems that give meaning to human experience. They

violate the victim's faith in a natural or divine order and cast the victim into a

state of existential crisis. (Herman, 1992)

It is remarkable that despite the multiple assaults and severe traumatization they have
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suffered, the survivors in these stories all eventually spoke about the impact of abuse in their

lives in the context of relationships with these allies, most of whom were professional "helpers"

(therapists, ministers, teachers) who were initially strangers. Given the self-relational, and

existential destruction wrought by such abuse, what allowed these survivors, in crisis, to risk

vulnerability and potential revictimization in relationships with socially powerful people they

hardly knew? Do the allies' stories offer us clues about what characterizes these alliances as

constructive, liberating or transforming—as assisting in ally-survivor resistance and recovery—

or not?

Initiative, Availability, Belief

In each of the eleven stories narrated by allies, the survivor made the first move , initiat-

ing contact with the ally in a setting (therapy office, clinic, seminary, rape center, church, mental

health service) where the ally was already designated as a person with a helping role and some

status as well as access to resources and interventions which might potentially help the survivor

and her/his social network. Because the survivors were not interviewed, we do not know all of

the circumstances which led them to initiate contact with particular allies. Mana's survivor first

heard her speak at a workshop before contacting her in private practice. After many years of

different therapies, diagnoses and inpatient treatments, Belinda's survivor was referred to her by

a Catholic nun whom the survivor had consulted for spiritual direction. Harriet's survivor first

contacted the rape center, which then matched her with Harriet as a clergywoman-advocate.

Survivors sought Alice, Amelia, Fina, Karen, Lorraine and Janet for psychotherapy or massage.

T.A.F. had a previous collaboration with her survivor through community organizing.

It is important to recognize that in each of these stories, the allies accepted and re-

sponded to the survivors' attempts to connect with them and made themselves available to the

survivors for extended periods of time, from six months to many years. Some allies made

particular efforts to meet with survivors outside of offices or "professional" settings: in their

homes, gardens, hospitals, schools and churches as well as spending extraordinary amounts of

time on the phone or in person meeting with survivors, their families and other care providers.
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For their own personal, political, economic (in some cases the allies were paid for their services),

ethical and spiritual reasons, allies chose to meet these survivors and to accompany them despite

the risks and costs to both. Survivors, for example, could risk being disbelieved, trivialized,

blamed for their hardships and even risk further assaults by unsympathetic or unscrupulous

helpers. Allies, by associating with and advocating for survivors within systems that tend to

minimize the structural causes and effects of interpersonal violence, could risk the losses of

professional status, respectability and money—especially if they are seen to be closely allied

with survivor "troublemakers" and "revolutionaries" who work to challenge power over dynam-

ics wherever they occur. Belinda states her commitment in a way that emphasizes the personal

responsibility she feels for her client, someone who has been badly mistreated by many other

professionals. "The other side of it, of my hanging in with her is... she has said, and I think it's

really true, that she can't stand one more disappointment. She can't stand one more... I feel a

lot of pressure to get this one right, you know, not to let her down."

In addition to availability, all of these allies share another distinctive characteristic. They

all listened, observed and believed the accounts of terror, torture and violation shared with them

by survivors and all took seriously the ongoing harmful effects of this trauma. Despite decades

of public and professional ignorance and sexist misinformation about the prevalence and impact

of incest and other forms of sexual violence, from Freud's victim-blaming theorizing about

"hysteria" in the 1890's ° until the emergence of early feminist rape crisis centers and advocacy

literature in the 1970's, all of these women allies essentially validated their survivors' experi-

ences of traumatization and did not further blame them bv suggesting that they fantasized,

projected or in some other wavs falsely accused their abusers . The women allies in this study

seem to be following the advice given by clinical psychologist Christine Courtois in her book

Healing the Incest Wound: Adult Survivors in Therapy: "To understand the incest survivor,

,3
In the chapter "A Forgotten History," pp. 10-14 in Trauma and Recovery, Judith Herman

details Freud's earlier acknowledgment of widespread sexual assault and incest as the basis for

women's "hysteria" and his later repudiation of this discovery, largely because of its radical

social implications.
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it is absolutely essential to understand what she has experienced and to see it from her perspec-

tive. The clinician must know what to expect about the experience and how ugly it can be."

(Courtois, 1988). Although I did not ask them, I hypothesize that the allies may have read

materials from recent decades of feminist sociological, psychological, and theological research

on sexual violence, as well as materials from feminist grassroots political organizing, which

indicate a very high correlation between survivors' accounts of their experiences (particularly for

adult women remembering childhood sexual trauma) and the damage to them done by perpetra-

tors and others who deny the widespread prevalence of sexual victimization (Briere, 1992;

Herman and Schatzow, 1987). The current debates over the veracity of survivor's memories

instigated by the False Memory Syndrome Foundation 14 during a political climate of backlash

against feminism, make believing, supporting and standing in solidarity with survivors of

violence a commitment to resistance—of struggle against people who wish to silence and punish

those who disrupt and defy what is abusive within contemporary gender and sexual relations.

While both survivors and allies alike recognize that there are cases of false reporting and accusa-

tions against innocent persons, these are anomalies which, in numbers and significance, do not

diminish the painful truths of generational, large-scale physical and sexual victimization of

women, children, and some, usually socially marginalized, men. Much of this abuse, if it is

acknowledged at all as criminal, is under-reported to judicial authorities. Many of these cases are

not successfully prosecuted, and the sentences served for crimes of sexual and domestic abuse

rarely reflect the deep damage done to the victims and their communities.

The allies' stories offer evidence in support of the first two hypotheses I formulated

when I designed this study: "that allies (1) essentially believe survivor's accounts of the abuse

and injustice done to them; (2) are willing to personally invest themselves to attempt to amelio-

14 The FMSF is a support and advocacy organization formed in 1992, made up of the parents

of 4,000 families who say they have been falsely accused and prosecuted for sexually abusing

their children. The membership includes some prominent psychologists and experts in memory

research. The FMSF attacks clinicians, victim advocates, researchers, prosecutors and public

policy makers who support victim-survivors in protecting themselves and others against sexual

violation. FMSF denounces the idea that traumatic memories may be initially repressed and

remembered later through therapy and/or self-help groups. (Wylie, 1993; Calof, 1993).
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rate the causes and/or effects of survivors' violations." (p. 17). The narratives, from the allies'

perspectives, show that these helpful alliances hegin with what Herman calls the "first principle

of recovery," which is the "empowerment of the survivor."

"She must be the author and arbiter of her own recovery. Others may offer advice,

support, assistance, affection and care, but not cure... No intervention that takes

power away from the survivor can possibly foster her recovery, no matter how
much it appears to be in her immediate best interest." (Herman, 1992)

Engagement, Safety, Subversion

Sheila gives us a clue about what she did to start fostering a relationship with Satt in the

midst of Satt's severe post traumatic distress. She describes choosing "to be there," to be fully

engaged with Satt in ways that fostered Satt's expression of her rage safely—despite Satt's fears

of retaliation or further abuse. "I think my willingness to be there totally... and I was scared a lot

of the time, but my willingness to be there and let her know that there was at least a safe place to

manage her anger."

Lorraine's child survivors acted out their experiences of violation through their play.

Joining with them in the play room, Lorraine made deliberate, conscious efforts to create play

therapy relationships in which she remained physically and emotionally engaged with the

children, without controlling them or withdrawing herself, despite the pain she witnessed and

experienced with them. Lorraine did this because she believes that children "need to put it (their

traumatic experience) out there and have it accepted and validated by someone."

Karen faced tremendous challenges in finding some way to establish relationships with

her two ritual abuse survivors, both of who were active perpetrators of abuse and lacked, from

her perspective, any normal sense of the consequences of their violence against others. "And

you know, in order to help these two people, I really need to be there with them. I really have to

understand that... there is no conscience there." She counts on one universal human attribute to

build relationships with them: "So... I think that there's this part of... people that has this yearn-

ing for connection. And that's what I bank on... is the yearning."

In each of these stories, both allies and survivors take risks to "be there," to present

themselves, and to engage each other, a complex task which requires an ongoing commitment
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to listen, to feel and to express intolerable, criminal, even evil realities of abuse and torture

which neither expected nor deserved to encounter, as well as to the questions, hopes and joys

each experiences in the course of their interactions. To engage means: "...To pledge, to offer as a

guarantee (one's life, honor, etc.); also, to expose to risk, compromise." (Oxford English Dictio-

nary, 1971). Far from the emotional and physical detachment promoted by a stance of "observa-

tion," engagement between persons carries with it a strong sense of the commitment of one's life

(in varying degrees) and an ensuing openness to mutual risk, compromise and change in the

relationship.

Engagement, then, is not a given, but is a conscious, complicated process, even a

struggle, created over time with many stops and starts. The allies speak of creating supportive

interpersonal relationships which foster disclosure, exploration, expression and "identifying and

reclaiming (the survivor's) personal power, as well as those parts of herself which were underde-

veloped or were distorted by the trauma. " (Courtois, 1988). Mutual engagement of this kind,

initially structured for the survivor's benefit, means that allies and survivors enter each other 's

life stories, become actors and authors of a narrative both share . Sheila's images of "riding a

rollercoaster" and "riding through the waters of hell" with Satt indicate that she fully participates

in this relational journey, with all it's elements of danger and excitement. And Elizabeth, even

though she has not seen her survivor since the retreat they attended, continues to remember her:

"You know, she was on my mind a lot and she was part of my prayers a lot for

awhile after that, sort of in a symbol of other people I didn't know that had that

kind (ritual abuse) of experience, too. But she was the one I met and so... I've

thought about her since. You know, I still think about her and wonder how she is

and where she is and all that."

For the allies in this study, the term "safety," currently much in vogue in

psychotherapeutic circles, self-help, and peer recovery movements such as ISA (Incest Survivors

Anonymous), is rarely used to describe their interactions with survivors. In the literature of these

groups, "safety" is often used to describe an idealized antidote to a survivor's injuries from

abuse. Places, persons, relationships and institutions are often called "safe" or "unsafe" depend-

ing on whether the survivor personally perceives them as harmful in any way to her or him

—
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and such harm could include the reexperiencing of painful or frightening feelings as well as

actual threat of assaults or physical attacks. "Safety" is identified with Utopian absolutes: no fear,

no danger, no misunderstanding, no struggle. By contrast, when the allies cite the term "safety,"

it does not connote the absence of risk, terror, confusion, anger, uncertainty or horror . In fact just

the opposite is true, as other relationships between and among survivors and allies include a

myriad of potential and actual occasions for harm. Karen talks about the rigors of listening to

survivors. "What I find most difficult is dealing with... is not just listening to the horror, I mean

that's hard enough, the horror of their stories, ugh, it's like the horror level is quadrupled with

these people." In a relational context which can include remembering, expressing and in effect

reliving (by flashbacks and other post-traumatic symptoms) the horrors of abuse, allies must

believe, and encourage their survivors to trust, that their relationships will be places where

neither party will experience retaliation or revictimization—be intentionally injured, betrayed or

abandoned. Such trust-building, particularly between allies and survivors who have had their

trust radically damaged, is often a long and emotionally frightening process for all involved.

Even more affirmatively, allies and survivors alike must together trust that the process of remem-

bering and expressing the painful secrets and subtle strengths concealed by abuse is essential for

recovery—for building and sustaining relationships which are honest, dependable, life-affirming,

and nonviolent.

Lorraine described just this kind of trust at the heart of the "good relationship" she had

with her girl survivor, which gave her the confidence to create and entirely new kind of play to

express the horror she had suffered through sexual abuse. "I am pretty sure she was able to play

it because: (1) we had a good relationship. She felt really comfortable being there and we talked

about a lot of things and she knew that it was okay to do it..." Both Alice O. and Amelia recount

similar stories in which their survivors directed the timing and pacing of disclosures and expres-

sion of feelings, stopping and starting therapy as they could, slowly building trust in their allies

and in their healing work together.

Fina described the courage it took as her survivor "contracted" with her to express anger

in ways that wouldn't harm persons or property.
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"One of the most memorable things... that I described where she dealt with her

anger in a very open way. Because it takes a lot of... I feel... a lot of guts, a lot of

courage to really do that kind of physical thing of bringing this out. And she went

along with it. She did it... she was able to ...to trust enough to trust herself, trust

me, trust our relationship to go ahead and exhibit the anger and yell and scream

and, uh, it worked out that way."

Thus developing a foundation of mutual trust, in oneself, in the other person or persons,

as well as in the relationship itself, is the hallmark of eleven of the twelve ally-survivor stories

told here—all of the accounts except Janet's. And it is precisely the area of betrayed trust which

caused an irreparable severance between Janet and her former lover-survivor, a rending that Janet

reports as so damaging that it caused her to begin to despise herself.

These stories do give us a few specific clues about what allies did to foster relational

trust and several of the narratives are remarkable as records of what allies did not do. Going

against the grain of conventional psychoanalytic and psychological wisdom, which insists that

professional helpers (therapists, ministers, educators, etc.) keep strict, immutable "boundaries," 1?

or permanent distinctions between themselves, their roles, feelings, and skills versus the needs of

the person(s) being helped, Sheila, Mana, T.A.F., Elizabeth, Karen, Belinda, Janet and Lorraine

all specifically described ways in which their experiences paralleled their survivors' and each

chose to self-disclose some of this shared experience in the course of their relationships. Rather

than adhering to a model of helping or advocacy which insists upon relational stasis in the name

of "safety" and consistency, these allies described relational diversity and change over the course

of their interactions with survivors . Strictly delimited professional-to-client roles were being

stretched into new roles for survivors and allies. For example, Belinda recounted one story of a

15 The term "boundary" is increasingly in use during current debates over ethical conduct

(especially sexual behavior) for clergy, therapists, educators and other "professional" helpers.

"Boundaries" are thought to represent permanent distinctions between the helper's role with its

inherent power over and against the more vulnerable client's needs and roles. If "boundaries"

are "crossed" and roles and power dynamics change, violation is presumed to be inevitable.

For an eloquent defense of this view, see Peter Rutter's Sex in the Forbidden Zone, New York:

Fawcett Books, 1991. For a spirited challenge to it, see Carter Heyward's When Boundaries

Betray Us: Beyond the Boundaries of Patriarchal Logic, New York: Harper San Francisco,

1993.
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survivor whom she met while he was in prison who eventually has become a trusted family

friend. I met this man at Belinda's daughter's wedding. Mana journeyed with her survivor from

her office to the survivor's garden and to the Motherhouse of the survivor's religious community.

Sheila's survivor Satt and she have had many shared experiences and Sheila, having met Satt's

husband, children and eventually her mother in Cambodia, is now very much a part of Satt's

extended family. I was privileged to meet Satt at Sheila's apartment during a potluck given by

their Cambodian women's group.

Janet's shame and fear ofjudgement about whether she violated a professional boundary

by becoming lovers with a woman she saw once as a potential client raises important questions

about the function of the caregiver to client "boundary" as traditionally defined. Could relational

harm have been minimized or avoided and relational healing been enhanced if traditional thera-

pist-client "boundaries" had been maintained? Whose censure or punishment does Janet fear

most? Whose ethical principals were served by defining Janet and "K's" relational roles differ-

ently? Did Janet use ethical guidelines from her Cherokee heritage in making her decision to

become lovers with "K?" I wish that Janet and I had much longer to discuss these kinds of

questions in her interview.

Clearly there are different ethics at work in these relationships between allies and

survivors, one that subverts the dominant "professional" paradigm by suggesting that it is not

only possible but desirable to construct relationships between allies and survivors which empha-

size connection rather than separation, empathy rather than distance, and relational movement

rather than stasis . In the majority of these stories, the relational dynamics, including power

relations, between allies and survivors are more fluid as both parties share in decision-making

about the content, timing, activities and even the settings of their interactions. The stories also

raise questions about the absolute distinctions between the helper and recipient defined by

"professionalism" and encourage us instead to reflect on our relational common ground. Here

too is evidence which supports the fourth hypothesis I assumed when I began this study: the

allies did in fact "stretch beyond the their previous knowledge and experience to risk new beliefs

and behaviors" for themselves-in-relation with survivors."
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V. IN/THROUGH WHAT BODIES?

The body is an instrument of communication which mediates social life.

Catrina Brown and Karin Jasper

Diversities of women speaking. From women's bodies. About women's bodies. Does it

matter (and to whom?) that these stories about allies and survivors, about what happens to

women in relationship together, are told from an embodied perspective? How does a woman

really understand and care about what happens to her own body—or another's? What happens

in/to the body of the woman ally who accompanies the survivor in her/their resistances and

recoveries? Does it make a difference if both call themselves survivors? As feminist philosopher

Susan Bardo has argued brilliantly, understanding lives and relationships from an embodied

perspective means that we relate to women's bodies through a variety of different lenses: the

body as a "medium" or a "text of culture;" the body as "metaphor of culture;" and, following

Michel Foucault and others, the body as a "practical, direct locus of social control" (Bardo,

1989). In addition to these socially oriented lenses, I assert that individual women's bodies form

the physical matrices from which feelings, images, sensations, thoughts, dreams, prayers—the

stuff of all relationality—is generated and sustained.

I believe then that listening, narrating and reflecting from an embodied perspective is a

critically important feature in exploring some of the secrets and silences which shroud the social/

personal violations and celebrations experienced by all kinds of women in our particular cultures

and contexts. It makes good sense, then, to understand that "women's bodies become the arena

for their expressions of discontent and protest" (Brown and Jasper, 1993), of pleasure, satisfac-

tion, communion and desire, and to listen carefully to the kinds of responses the co-participants'

bodies were expressing.

For the purposes of this study I began to address some of the questions raised in this

chapter's first paragraph by devoting one section of our interviews to the impact and effects of

allies' embodied experiences of ourselves-in-relation to their survivors. I asked:
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"How have you been influenced or changed by your relationship or encounter

with this survivor? Comment on the effects you have noticed on your physical

body (sleep, eating, illnesses, senses, sexuality, etc.)."

Body-Mind-Spirit

As I read and listened to the interview transcripts I immediately noticed some-

thing that seems obvious but is not usually discussed in research that is not informed by femi-

nism or the large volume of materials from holistic health research. Each of the co-participants-

in-relation-to-our survivor(s) could describe some bodily effects of the relationships, and the

impact of these effects are not incidental. It is fascinating to note that for all co-participants what

have traditionally been called "emotional" processes are not readily distinguishable from physi-

ological, cognitive, or existential processes; all of these are located together in our bodies and

described as responses to my separate questions about the impact of the survivor relationship on

the ally (See Interview Format in the Appendices). For example, sadness was labeled as "grief,"

a feeling process, discussed operationally as "crying and crying, and crying and crying," de-

scribed physiologically as a "heaviness in my chest," and interpreted as "trauma." Feelings were

variously defined and described as physical, mental, emotional, spiritual events.

Fina, a massage therapist, reported that when she did physical massage with her survi-

vor, she was aware of different kinds of consciousness—physical, mental, meditative: "...in terms

of sensations in my body when I do massage, I get into a trance kind of feeling, but it's more

mental. It's almost like another state of consciousness where I'm more meditative..." In her work

as an HIV nurse, educator and counselor in a women's prison, listening to survivors' stories

everyday, Fina discovered that she'd learned a very important lesson in self-care survival and

resistance: "...one of the best things I've done for myself is to realize how hard it is... just being,

just to hear the stories... Since then I have said, 'This is a day that I can't talk to anybody, I don't

care what they want..."

Mana was asked by Sheila, her interviewer, "Where was that (anger) in your body?"

Her reply:

"Where was it? Oh, I mean, I can remember voicing anger. I don't know that I

had... I probably had some muscle tension. I don't know that I feel a particular
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location. When I would feel grief, which was the other end, you know, the real

sadness I felt about her deprivations, I would feel a heaviness in my chest.

I would pay attention to my breathing. Those were the major body things I noticed.

Sheila herself describes her experiences of trauma as having concurrent cognitive

("information") and physical effects. "You know, the... depth of information, the depth of trauma

that I witness during a day which leaves me drained at the end of the day... I remember feeling

really drained a lot of the time."

Karen adds a transpersonal, or spiritual dimension to the whole range of impacts she's

noticed with two particular ritual abuse survivors. "Although what I'm being affected with is

more mentally and spiritually at this point. It's not so much physical or sexually but it's more

mentally and... you know, emotionally and intellectually and spiritually with both of these

people."

For the purposes of this study I can say that we allies understood that emotions, cogni-

tions, sensory experiences, dreams, and spiritual/religious expression were all mediated through

our bodies and that this awareness added a holistic dimension to the quality of our remembering

about what mattered to us and to the survivors we cared about. Harriet said, "The effects physi-

cally... I imagine that I will always remember that (the survivor) situation and... wonder how

she's doing and how she has survived."

Non-Neutrality

Secondly, the bodily effects of the ally-and-survivor relationship are decidedly not

neutral. Impacts range widely from positive (powerful, holy, satisfying, wonderful, empathy) to

discomfort (anxiety, sleeplessness, tension, uneasiness, disorientation) to slightly or severely

traumatizing, (terrifying, horrible sadness, totally exhausted, overwhelmed, really angry, death

wish, etc.) with the largest number of responses indicating impacts that were experienced as

negative or harmful.

On the positive end of the continuum, Elizabeth recounts that the church retreat she

conducted which was attended by her survivor "felt like a holy weekend in many ways. It felt
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very alive and powerful and I think for me it was, in large part, because she'd been there and

because we were all faced with the dilemma of how to do this..."

Janet initially described a positive sexual experience with her lesbian lover until the

lover began to remember childhood sexual abuse. "I became lovers with her and I was with her

for three years... we had what I thought was a wonderful sexual relationship initially, she ...all of

a sudden had a sexual abuse memory. And It was like night and day, you know.".

Mana noted that she shared many strong feelings, including anger, in common with her

survivor and that "this was fine; the feelings weren't overwhelming to me." Lorraine recounted

the hope she felt after hearing her boy survivor sing a song about love filling up the world.

T.A.F., a very accomplished educator and organizer, appeared to have her self-confi-

dence and competence challenged by her survivor relationship in several ways. "I had a lot of

uhm... anxiety about my work with her, whether or not I was adequate... I mean I think I prob-

ably did an all right job... I had to work very hard to keep working it through... I mean I do think

that I spent a fair amount of sleeplessness over it." Amelia felt "uneasy" when her client survivor

was highly suicidal and carries this feeling with other clients in similar circumstances. "I know-

that this is something which is with me." Belinda suffered from muscle tension and soreness

when she and her client were struggling to find low fee therapy services and few resources were

forthcoming. "From an emotional point of view, I felt like I had been lifting and pushing as hard

as she was and it made sense that those upper arm muscles would be sore. As though I was tired

of pushing at doors that didn't seem to open." Janet's "wonderful sexual relationship" with her

lover-survivor was disrupted when she (the lover) remembered sexual abuse.

"I became very confused, very disoriented. I didn't know what to do despite all

of my training and all the training that I had done for other people and how to help

people with sexual abuse, and all of the work that I had been doing since 1968,

all of a sudden I felt myself completely at a loss."

Vicarious Traumatization

Nine of the eleven co-participants described physical, emotional, spiritual impacts from

their survivor relationships which were quite severe—potentially or actually damaging to them-

selves. The processes by which the impacts of trauma are shared between persons can best be
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described by the term "vicarious traumatization." In their article "Vicarious Traumatization:

A Framework for Understanding the Psychological Effects of Working with Victims," Lisa

McCann and Laurie Pearlman argue that it is common for mental health professionals who work

with survivors of violence and catastrophe to themselves evidence some of the signs and symp-

toms of serious traumatization.

"Although all of them have advanced degrees and training, including supervision

in the treatment of victims, they are not immune to the painful images, thoughts,

and feelings associated with exposure to their clients' traumatic memories. These

reactions can occur as short -term reactions to working with particular clients...

or as long-term alterations in the therapist's own cognitive schemes, or beliefs,

expectations and assumptions about self and others." (McCann and Pearlman, 1990).

Therapists' adaptation to exposure to clients' trauma included impacts in the areas of

seven fundamental psychological needs: "safety, dependency/trust, power, esteem, and intimacy"

as well as "independence and frame of reference" (McCann and Pearlman, 1990) but it is in the

area of disruptions in the imagery system of memory (Paivio, 1986) that therapists are most

affected by vicarious traumatization, transiently or even permanently. These impacts include

most of the symptoms often associated with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (DSM-III-R, 1987).

Disruption in the imagery system of memory often includes flashbacks, dreams or intrusive

thoughts, powerful affective states such as anxiety, rage, sadness, feeling overwhelmed, terror,

and despair as well as the constriction of affect through denial and emotional numbing. "In brief,

therapist may experience alterations in their own imagery system of memory through their work

with traumatized clients in which they reexperience or avoid various components of their client's

traumatic memories." (McCann and Pearlman, 1990).

Janet, for example, was so strongly affected by her lover survivor's later aversion to

sexuality and thus to Janet's desire to be sexual with her, that she began to "shut down" her

sexual feelings completely and to eat compulsively:

"I handle stress with some frequency by eating and I ate destructively because I

have diabetes. So, I found myself eating stuff like pies and cakes. And I'm clear

not that there was some sort of death wish in there for me. Uh... I felt so horrible,

so ugly and thinking something was wrong with me because I wanted to be sexual."
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During the time she worked with her client survivor Lorraine had a "horrible night-

mare" in which she saw molested children with blood on their bottoms. "I had this whole day

realizing, I can't really stand to think about what these children experience... But if I were to

really think about what those kids experience it would drive me crazy... I was sobbing all day.

I just had these tears and a horrible sadness in my heart."

Lorraine recognizes that she, a Mexican, somaticizes her feelings and she struggles

daily to be aware of their impact in her body. "There just isn't the split between mind and body.

I get real... I get sick very, very easily if I'm not conscious. So it is a necessity for me."

Sheila described a wide variety of impacts resulting from her ongoing relationship with

a Cambodian survivor: she had terrifying Khmer Rouge dreams; she felt scared when her client

was suicidal and homicidal; she found herself at a grief workshop "crying and crying and crying

and crying" over Cambodian women's loss of their children; she felt her body "inevitably going

numb" to protect herself.

As she described her reaction to hearing her survivor recount vivid details of her ritual

abuse, Elizabeth shared, "And I was really horrified by that and there was a sense that I felt

slightly traumatized... When I got home, for about a week I still was recalling those stories and

things she said to me and it was just horrible beyond belief."

After her survivor shared an experience of being in the same room with a child who was

ritually murdered, Harriet "probably felt like fainting... I'm sure I had a response but at that point

I was just speechless... so I mean, actually there was a sense of just... God, what does one do?

How does one respond to something like that?"

Although the impacts defined as "vicarious traumatization" are described as primarily

psychological and their effects attributed to mental health professionals only, McCann and

Pearlman's schema is very useful for understanding one part of what I am calling the embodied

experience of allies-in-relation-with-survivors. Lorraine's emotional breakdown and nightmares,

the numbing of Janet's sexual feelings, Harriet's fainting and speechlessness, Sheila's prolonged

sobbing and war dreams, Belinda's hurting muscles, T.A.F.'s anxiety, Karen's feelings of horror,

Alice O's terror, Fina's rage—all of these effects may be understood in a number of ways. They
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may be seen as primarily originating with and belonging to the allies who, in openness to wit-

nessing our survivors' traumas, feel our own empathic responses to the survivors' experiences.

The responses may also be understood in more mutual terms, as dimensions of shared traumatic

memory or experience, the vicarious traumatization McCann and Pearlman write about so

clearly. Although McCann and Pearlman neglect to analyze the familial and institutional struc-

tures which may also transmit and reinforce traumatic experience, they do an excellent job of

describing how individuals in close relational proximity, like therapists and clients, can share

traumatic experiences and how therapists can be negatively impacted by clients' recollections of

their abuse and torture. One is left to wonder, however, whether the transmission of traumatic

experience between individuals is always unidirectional—coming only from the client (survivor)

to the therapist (ally). I think not, and I suggest that McCann and Pearlman have neglected to

explore the possible transmission of therapists' trauma from therapist to client—at least a bi-

directional process. The stories and responses given by the allies in this study tentatively point to

more mutual, multidirectional impacts and exchanges between allies and survivors. These

exchanges are an important movements within healing/liberating relationships.

Mutuality in Healing

Carter Heyward's latest book, When Boundaries Betray Us: Beyond Illusions of What

Is Ethical In Therapy and Life (Heyward, 1993), is one courageous example, from a client's

perspective, of how both therapist and client may mutually experience each other's trauma and

suffering as well as the historical suffering and violations of other women—what Christians

sometimes call carrying the "sins of the whole world" in a transpersonal or spiritual dimension.

Heyward also describes the ways she observed herself and her therapist both coming to life

emotionally and spiritually in the course of their therapy.

In a larger political arena, Ed Griffin-Nolan's book Witness For Peace: A Story of

Resistance, recounts dramatic stories of changes which occurred to North Americans who joined

with campesinos/as in nonviolent Witness for Peace campaigns during the bloody Nicaraguan

revolution of the 1980's.
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Standing alongside Nicaraguans whose lives were on the line every day gave them

strength and conviction. The memory of days and nights shared with families in

the war zones stuck with them... Witnesses gave talks... they became local experts...

they challenged their pastors and rabbis... Mostly they told stories of the Nicaraguan

people who shared so much with them and they invited their friends to join in

trying to save those people's lives. (Griffin-Nolan, 1991).

Many Witnesses' hearts were moved to action by a song that was sung in many

Nicaraguan churches:

I have to shout, I have to speak,

Woe to me if I do not;

How can I not speak of you,

How can I not speak

—

If your voice is burning inside me?

(Griffin-Nolan, 1991)

If this mutual exchange of trauma and suffering occurs during engaged empathic connec-

tion, and is indeed part of honest and ethical therapeutic relationships between clients and

therapists as well as between survivors and allies in other kinds of relationships of advocacy and

solidarity, it follows that there may also be embodied, mutual experiences which promote

healing, or recovery, for both survivors and allies in relationship together. The role definitions

between survivor and ally may be much more fluid than many of us imagine, or even dare to

admit or celebrate.

What is most lacking, then, in McCann and Pearlman's framework is best described in

Elizabeth's words. In addition to feeling "slightly traumatized" by her encounter with her survi-

vor, Elizabeth also felt "powerful," "holy," and "satisfied"—all especially encouraging, enhanc-

ing, even empowering feelings in and through her body. Janet too had initially felt very positive

sexual feelings with her lover-survivor. At the end of her interview Sheila described her feelings

about Satt: "And it's been a real Joy... I ALWAYS look forward to her." What are the sources of

the life-enhancing feelings and thoughts which emerge for these allies despite vicarious traumati-

zation? What are the resources allies used to find hope through the difficulties of recovery—and

could some of these resources have come from the survivors? A psychological framework which

does not account for these healthy, positive feelings is limited in its usefulness and may in fact
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obscure one of the most essential motivating factors for allies in establishing and maintaining

positive relations with survivors.

Despite sometimes overwhelming negative impacts, and the majority of us did report

these in our interviews, some allies felt good, and some very good, in our body/selves when we

were relationally engaged with survivors. It is notable, however, that only a few of us narrated

these positive experiences in our stories. I wonder what accounts for the others' silences. For

example, I am only now aware that during my own interview I did not remember and thus did

not include some of the very nurturing and relaxing feeling-thoughts I had when I did massage

and breathing work with my survivor. I did not share these feelings with my interviewer nor did

I share them at the time with my survivor during our therapeutic work together.

If we allies are only noticing our traumas, the negatives inherent in close survivor

relationships, or we don't feel we can talk about the positive changes we feel, are we not then

becoming disconnected from some of our strengths and joys, some of the attributes that make

us powerful, and resilient companions—allies in resistance and recovery? It appears that many

of us could more readily talk about our survivors' traumas and our own, (the process of vicarious

traumatization) than could share freely about feelings which might be described as mutually

empowering or mutually healing. Judith Herman cites McCann and Pearlman's work in saying,

"Therapists who work with survivors report appreciating life more fully, taking

life more seriously, having a greater scope of understanding others and themselves,

forming new friendships and deeper intimate relationships, and feeling inspired

by the daily examples of their patients' courage, determination and hope."

(Herman, 1992; McCann andPearlman, 1990).

I found some sparse but important evidence in this study of allies sharing such personal

and relational affirmation for ourselves. Elizabeth continues to remember her survivor and their

retreat time together very positively, even transcendently, as "holy." Sheila is proud to be an

ongoing part of Satt's extended family. And Lorraine closed her interview with a holistic

remembrance of several dimensions in her survivor relationship: "I have to remember there are

the bright and dark aspects. One thing I do is, like with this little boy, I see that incredible hope
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and beauty in the world and I also see the shit... and you need both of those to be a whole person.

So that's my vision of why I do this work."

What then was preventing us allies from "touching our strengths" (Heyward, 1989) and

sharing these processes of recovery with each other (allies-with-allies, allies-with-survivors) as

co-healers , or as mutual members of healing communities ? Are we as women more prone to

ignore, discount or negate our positive feelings of self-esteem and our myriad competencies and

passions (Sanford and Donovan, 1984)? Could repressing or silencing these powerful positive

feelings be part of what leads to victim-blaming, to job dissatisfaction, existential meaningless-

ness, boredom, despair and other forms of what is often called "burn out"—or even to collusion

with individuals and systems which perpetrate violation? Perhaps we allies were not sure about

how we could express our positive feelings or how we could use them in the service of assisting

our survivors, especially in the contexts of psychotherapy, massage or counseling. I can only

guess that some of us could not, or chose not to, risk describing our relationships with survivors

in terms that could be understood as too sensual, too intimate, too deviant, too disruptive, too

enlivening or too erotic (Lorde. 1984) and thus dangerously uncontrollable by our professional

licensing boards or ethics committees, our friends and colleagues—or perhaps even to ourselves.

Mutual Empathy and Beyond

A third distinct feature of the bodily impacts of the ally-survivor relationship is

the degree to which we women allies described our feelings as being for survivors, shared with

survivors and extending bevond our particular survivor to larger communities. For allies of color,

these communities reflected their own cultural/ethnic affiliations. The social and cultural impli-

cations of these healing commitments for a Jewish ally (Sheila) and four allies of color (Janet,

Lorraine, Fina and Harriet) will be examined in the chapter #4: "In Which Societal and Cultural

Frameworks?"

It is notable that none of the allies, all women, expressed surprise or worry about our

experiences of shared, empathic feelings. As Stone Center psychologist Janet Surrey says suc-

cinctly, "The capacity for empathy, consistently found to be more developed in women, can be
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seen as the central organizing concept in women's relational experience" and "our definition of

relationship involves an experience of mutual empathy." (Surrey, 1991).

Alice, whose survivor had been beaten by her family, said simply and clearly, "When she

talked about what happened to her... boy it was terrifying. And I felt her terror. And I felt terrified

for her." "I remember feeling overwhelmed,..." said Sheila, "And it wasn't until further down

the road when HER mental health improved that MY mental health improved and I could put a

little more perspective and distance and be able to frame it—a real roller coaster." Mana told

Sheila, "I can remember, in session with (my survivor) feeling a lot of very strong feelings,

partly because I felt close to her and I could sense some of her feelings that she wasn't able to

express, but also my own... So I remember feeling those things deeply with her." Fina's survivor

had been sexually assaulted and choked by her father. She recounted, "...one of the things I did

feel was anger and I felt the anger for the father or against the father. I was angry at the father...

I would like to do that (wringing his neck) to him too. That kind of empathy."

Two allies who were survivors, Amelia and Janet, did describe using consultation to

help in maintaining their "boundaries"—careful not to have their feelings and reactions further

traumatize their survivors. Others allies, Karen (a survivor), Fina, Sheila and myself, suggested

that sharing feelings and common experiences with survivors made us especially sensitive

witnesses and effective helpers. In each of the stories related by allies, one can see the basic

elements of women's core senses of self-in-relation:

"(1) an interest in and attention to the person(s), which form the base for the

emotional connection and the ability to empathize with the other(s);

(2) the expectation of mutual empathic process where the sharing of experience

leads to a heightened development of self and other;

(3) the expectation of interaction and relationship as a process of mutual

sensitivity and mutual responsibility that provides the stimulus for the growth

of empowerment and self-knowledge." (Surrey, 1990).

The allies' narratives contain abundant evidence to support my hypothesis #5, which

suggests that allies find much in common with survivors and that our relationships together are

often characterized by exactly these qualities of respect, understanding and empathy. I also see

that allies are willing, despite very real threats to their well-being, to personally invest them-
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selves (hypothesis #2) in their survivor relationships to try and mitigate the effects of trauma and

terror for themselves and others. In this sense I believe the allies begin to embody the qualities of

compassion which move them from mere empathy to compassionate action. As New Testament

scholar Marcus Borg writes:

In terms of feeling, compassion means 'to feel with,' as even the etymology of

the English word suggests: passion comes from the Latin word that means 'to feel,'

and the prefix com means 'with.' Compassion thus means feeling the feelings of

somebody else in a visceral way, at a level somewhere below the level of the head;

most commonly compassion is associated with feeling the suffering of somebody

else and being moved by that suffering to do something. That is, the feeling of

compassion leads to being compassionate. (Borg, 1994).

Listening to our voices mediated through our bodies does matter to allies because we

understand our feelings, our dreams and thoughts, our existential struggles, our protests and our

assents as bodily events. We are often able to recognize and attend to a range of affect and

sensations in our bodies. The allies in this study report quite explicitly about the risks and

dangers inherent in living, in surviving, recovering and resisting in women's bodies—when both

ally and survivor (as women) have likely experienced sexual assaults and both share the trau-

matic effects of this victimization in the course of their relationship together. In this study far

fewer allies spoke about the pleasurable, empowering or sacred effects of their survivor relation-

ships and we are left to wonder about the relative benefits and costs of companionship with

survivors over short and long periods of time.

Four allies of color and one Jewish ally especially seemed to own their cultural/ethnic

traditions and to understand the impacts of violence, and of healing, in broader social contexts.

They connected their individual experiences of traumatization and recovery to cultural obliga-

tions which link them with other women of color and other people within and beyond their

cultural communities (cf. Chapter VI). From our commitments to particular survivor relation-

ships to healing on behalf of whole communities, it is clear that we allies did notice what hap-

pened to our bodies while we cared about our survivors in their bodies. We could and would

not divide our embodied experiences into separate, non-related parts. Bodies are the matrices

of human experience for survivor and ally alike as together, engaging in compassionate relation-
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ships, we were moved toward new relational possibilities. Reflecting on the her consciousness of

the shared impacts of trauma on the whole person, Lorraine has a concluding word. "There just

isn't," she said, "the split between mind and body... I get sick if I'm not conscious. So it is a

necessity for me."
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VI. IN WHICH SOCIETAL AND CULTURAL FRAMEWORKS?

Therein lies the heart of the matter. Many of us are successful, yet we have pain.

We are committed to our families/communities, yet equally, we want those families/

communities to allow us the space we need. This is the very least we deserve.

Melba Wilson

Ethnicity and Culture

Culture has been defined as a "field articulating the life-world of subjects... and the

structures of human activity." (Frankenburg, 1993). Cultures include all of the overlapping

activities which compose whole human lives in concert with the physical environment including:

child and family care; agriculture and other forms of commerce; aesthetic endeavors; healing

arts; academic and intellectual pursuits; religious/spiritual practices; athletics and leisure activi-

ties. Persons of differing racial and ethnic 16 origins may recognize distinctions between their

culture's unique social features and those of their neighbors'. These differences often emerge

most markedly between white persons of European descent and persons of color.

Lorraine, who is Mexican, Harriet, an African American, Fina, a Puerto Ricana and

Janet, of Cherokee, Spanish and English descent, all used their relationships with survivors to

connect, as allies, with their larger ethnic/cultural communities. Each has an awareness of herself

as a woman of color in a predominantly white world in which racism, classism and sexism serve

to silence the voices of abuse survivors and their allies in healing (hooks, 1989). Each under-

stands some particular strengths, sensitivities and dangers she inherits from her cultural affilia-

tion; each feels in some way committed to working with other members of her ethnic/cultural

group to empower their whole communities . Even though the survivors in their stories were

white, Harriet, Janet, Fina and Lorraine all used these relationships as occasions for reflecting on

the common dangers of abuse and assault inflicted all upon women and children, as well as the

greater risks born by poorer women and women of color.

16 For a discussion of the three "movements" or "paradigms" of discussion of race and

ethnicity including terms that are biological, social and cultural, from "essentialist racism" to the

newer language of "multiculturalism," see Ruth Frankenberg's White Women, Race Matters:

The Social Construction of Whiteness . Minneapolis, The University of Minnesota Press,

pp.11-16.
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Harriet felt great pain for her survivor and then extended her empathy and her questions

to others who may have similarly been victimized, to women of color. "This was a white woman

I spoke with... but wondering whether there were other people, women of color, who had gone

through similar situations or abusive situations of this nature and who do THEY talk to?" She

questions whether women of color have allies like herself for help and support when they need

it." "Or do they just end up pushing a shopping cart downtown on the streets because they had no

one to talk to or make sense of... of the horror and pain in their minds?" Because of her aware-

ness of racism, Harriet recognizes that women of color who have survived traumatic abuse may

end up homeless, as "bag ladies," is not because they enjoy living in a "culture of poverty" but

because, in part, they lack empathic human allies, people to listen and help them to remember,

resist and remedy the painful, alienating consequences of their personal and cultural violations.

Harriet is just such an ally.

In the midst of her "breakdown," a period of terrible sadness caused by her constant

exposure to the blood and horror other clients' childhood assaults, Lorraine was called by a

fellow artist, also a woman of color, who wanted her to serve on a panel with other women of

color to address the subjects of art and spirituality for healing. "And she started giving me this

whole long talk about, 'You know, we all get messed up and we need to put ourselves together,

just enough so that we can help our communities, that our true job is to help our communities

and that we do work on ourselves so that we can help other people.
"

The caller connects empathically with Lorraine's experience of working with survivors

of childhood abuse, with the reality of her vicarious traumatization, understands her need to take

her own healing seriously, and also reminds her of a larger moral purpose for her gifts of art and

healing
—

"our true job is to heal our communities"— communities of color. This kind of ethnic

solidarity of experience (suffering and healing) and of community purpose empowers Lorraine to

heal herself in relationship with others through her breakdown. She agreed to serve on the panel.

Janet's ethical values, based on her Indian spirituality, caused her to feel great care for

her survivor lover, but also to have great difficulty in separating from her when their relationship

became harmful to Janet. When her lover, who was white, began to regress during memories of
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childhood incest, Janet found herself feeling and behaving toward her as an Indian would treat a

young child:

...you don't make judgement... But you also never abandon them. You NEVER
abandon them. And that's where I was. That's where I was. That's part of my
Indian spirituality and my ethic. So that dovetailed and there I would be, you

don't leave kids because kids are our future.

Janet had to struggle for three years to affirm her own ethics as well as to learn to treat

herself as carefully and non-judgementally as she treated her then lover and to eventually leave

the relationship. She began to understand that her Indian ethics taught her that she too has a

precious future and that she must not abandon herself. During the course of this relationship

Janet first began to uncover her own memories of repeated sexual assaults and started to seek

help—first as the partner of a survivor and then as a survivor herself.

Like Janet, Lorraine has a special affinity for children which arises out her Mexican

heritage and she has used this sensitivity to develop healing relationships her survivors and with

other abused children.

...I get a sense that in white America children are not particularly valued...

I mean, in my culture I'm in a group or an extended family and a kid opens his

or her mouth and there are 20 adults around that kid, like, "Oh, did you say some-

thing? Will you say it again?'... I think there are some cultural issues in that I

really am tuned in... and always have been tuned in to kids... I really want to

know how they understand things, how they put it together.

Lorraine and Janet both have long standing professional and political commitments to

working with children's issues in community services such as education and mental health.

Fina found that many of her clients turned out to be survivors and she noted one cultural

difference between her massage client in private practice, a white woman, and other Hispanic

survivors she worked with in the prison. All of these women experienced great difficulties and

shame in sharing their histories of sexual assault with Fina, or with each other in survivors'

groups. Even though she felt Hispanic clients were more likely to share their abuse stories

with her as a Spanish-speaking counselor, Fina felt that sexual abuse was "a very, very, taboo

subject even worse than Anglo folks." She felt that speaking about anything related to sexuality,
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especially sexual abuse by family members, was much more challenging for Latinas who shared

cultural values about supporting and protecting Latino males, especially Latino family members.

Sheila, a Jewish, white woman, was the only ally to specifically talk about the link

between her current involvement with survivors and her identity as a member of a an historically

oppressed and systematically murdered ethnic/cultural group. "Being raised Jewish post-Holo-

caust probably was the first relationship I had with survivors... many of my friends parents had

numbers tattooed on their arms... and there's a wall of silence around it." In order to educate

herself, and to find a way to the voices behind the silence, reading Holocaust literature, and

viewing an exhibition of the Warsaw ghetto introduced her to "the whole notion of suffering and

torture and trauma and trying to put sense on senseless incidences..." In her interview and

questionnaire Sheila described a very high degree of empathy for her Cambodian survivor, also a

victim of ethnic genocide, and could identify the many cross-cultural barriers of language,

custom and culture the two bridged in forming their healing alliance. A mutual involvement in

Buddhist practice became part of that cultural bridge and an impetus for Sheila's activism with

many refugee groups through the Buddhist Peace Fellowship.

Of all the other white women allies in this study, only two, Alice O., who is Jewish, and

Belinda Roberts, of German heritage, find particular links between their ethnicity and their

relationships with survivors. It is notable that a German American and a Jewish American, whose

ancestors were historical enemies in the Shoah, were both able to recognize that they are shaped

by their ethnic/cultural inheritances and find there some positive elements which enhance their

connections with specific survivors.

Alice O. found her struggles with first rejecting and then returning to Jewish religious

practice a connecting point between herself and her survivor, an ex-Catholic nun. "...I can relate

to her feelings of turning away because I went through that in my own life... and my coming to

terms with being a Jew in my own way." Though Alice O. and the survivor were from entirely

different ethnic/cultural backgrounds, mutual feelings of anger and rejection toward hypocrisy

in their religious traditions, coupled with their ongoing existential searches for meaning and

integrity, became spiritual links in their relational matrix.
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Belinda R. talked at some length about her survivor's experiences of relational betrayal

through abuse and neglect (by family members and mental health providers) and about her

profound commitment to providing a trustworthy therapy relationship with this woman. For

Belinda sustaining this commitment comes from a cultural resource, part of her German heritage:

It doesn't take motivation. It's just part of what you do because... it's a real

basic value, loyalty. And therapy is a relationship, so... you stay with it until

you're done... that's just my German genes, loyalty as a cultural heritage. You

know, if you start a relationship, you stick with it. That's that.

In each instance the ethnic/cultural links between ally and survivor are individual rather

than communal: they are forged between the ally and one particular survivor and not linked with

a larger ethnic/cultural groups . In this respect the white allies differed markedly from the allies of

color and are missing an essential dimension of healing/liberating praxis. Focusing solely on

individual relationships does little to help white allies recognize the creative as well as the

destructive resources available within our own ethnic/cultural groups; nor does it give us many

of the tools we need to mobilize ourselves as communities in active alliances with other groups

who share common agendas for social and political change.

In her groundbreaking work White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction

of Whiteness, professor Ruth Frankenburg discusses "whiteness" (hers as well as subjects she

interviewed) as an ethnic, cultural and political term fraught with ambiguities and heavily

influenced by the realities of racial domination and colonial "discourses." " But where and who

are we?... whiteness seemed to be neither a clearly definable cultural terrain nor... a desirable

one." (Frankenburg, 1993). It seems as though all the white allies in my study except Sheila also

lacked a positive sense of cultural belonging and community involvement based on ethnicity.

I concur when Professor Frankenburg, speaking as a white woman strongly recommends that:

Rather than feeling 'cultureless,' white women need to become conscious of the

histories and specificities our cultural positions, and of the political, economic

and creative fusions that form all cultures. The purpose of such an exercise is not,

of course, to reinvent dualisms and valorize whiteness so much as to develop a

clearer sense of where and who we are. (Frankenburg, 1993).
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Class/Social Strata

Some allies, because of their families' social status, inherited wealth, family-supported

educational experiences, stable residences, and consistent incomes through investment, paid

employment and/or educational/research grants, would consider themselves to be "middle strata"

virtually from birth. These allies: Mana, Elizabeth, Karen, Sheila, Alice O., Harriet, Lorraine

and Belinda R., all remain employed and are identified with this "middle" ground, which, in the

current American political economy, is a transitional position, increasingly fluid, as many more

middle income people become "working poor," underemployed or unemployed. The remaining

allies, T.A.F., Janet, Fina and Amelia, have had to overcome enormous familial, cultural and

economic barriers to achieve their educational and economic goals and they too are now within

the "middle strata." Of these four, all but Amelia moved "upward, " starting from very poor or

working class families.

Moving toward greater social recognition and sometimes greater income, all of the allies

in the study now could be considered to be part of the 20 percent of the North American profes-

sional or managerial class (Heyward, 1993). Because of advanced academic degrees, training

and various forms of credentialing, this group of allies, as "professionals," now inhabit an "entire

system of value, status and ultimately, of power" (Greenspan in Heyward, 1993) which often

originates from and reinforces class privilege and creates unequal measures of worth, measured

by wealth and power differentials between persons.

Professionalism is a measure of worth that starts with the objective capitalist

market value of the professional... it ends with the internalization of this market

value in the form of what psychologists call self-esteem... the professionalism

that divides professionals from patients is ultimately supported by and supports

the class divisions in society, keeping people separate and unequal.

(Greenspan in Heyward, 1993).

All but three of the allies in this study have Master's degrees (Lorraine has a Ph.D.; Fina

and T. A.F. have the D.Min.) and thus are on the lowest rung of professional hierarchies domi-

nated by M.D.'s and Ph.D.'s. As "professionals," however, they are particularly separated from

non-credentialed, non-university trained allies and survivors, many of whom have little or no
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access to "professional" services except through poorly-funded public assistance programs.

Despite the emphasis professionalism places on so-called neutrality and objectivity, as

well as the greater status, expertise and self-esteem it affords to the professional at the expense

of the nonprofessional, it is remarkable that these professional allies so strongly identified

themselves with their survivors. Connected through empathy, political and spiritual commit-

ment, allies and survivors were moving together toward more empowering relationships,

individually and sometimes through collective action.

There are, however, clearly ongoing class struggles, fears, risks and rewards available

for both survivors and allies as they engage with each other in the "dangerous" work of recov-

ery. Professional allies may feel so constrained by the limits of their training and codes of ethics

that they hesitate to identify too closely or advocate too strongly for/with survivors, fearing the

loss of "professional" status (and income!) and control over resources this could entail. Such a

stance runs the risk of creating a hierarchical, paternalistic pattern of service-as-charity and pity

from the ally toward the survivor. If not actively resisted, such relationships, which are predi-

cated on inflexible, nonmutual power relations are suspect at best (Heyward, 1993) and can , at

worst, perpetuate some forms of violation. For example, the psychiatrist who subtly or blatantly

disbelieves her/his client, labels the client's disclosures of abuse as "paranoid " or "hysterical"

and disregards the client's request for her/his help with an abuse-related forensic evaluation

(without giving an explanation) is perpetrating a dishonest, demeaning interaction. This pattern

of relationship actively inhibits the empowerment of both survivors and allies alike by reinforc-

ing a coercive distinction between one class of persons, professional experts in isolation, who

can then feel responsible for "helping" others without their consent or participation. Aware that

some professionals will always try to protect their own class interests, nonprofessional allies

and survivors may rightly fear and distrust the motives and commitments of all professionals

and thus be unable or unwilling to participate in liberating alliances which could challenge the

"power over" dynamics of the status quo. The allies in this study, however, appear to be person-

ally willing to expand beyond some of the limits of "professional practice" and thus become
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partners in building relationships through which personal and cultural barriers to mutual

empowerment are open to change.

Gender, Feminism, Sexuality

All of the twelve allies in this study are female, seven of whom identify themselves as

lesbian, and five of whom identify as heterosexual. It is not surprising to read that eight of the

allies: T.A.F., Mana, Harriet, Elizabeth, Amelia, Karen, Lorraine and Alice O. used gender, (an

identification of ourselves as women working for/with women) as an important cultural construct

and seven of this group included an articulated commitment to feminism as a major connector

and motivator in their relationships with survivors. Critical of the myriad ways that pervasive

sexism functions to reinforce patriarchal domination by promoting women's subjugation, these

allies definitely chose to form alliances with other woman and for some this was a primary

vocational, spiritual and political commitment. T.A.F. described what she, a woman minister

and feminist theologian had to offer her survivor:

I think so strongly that if I have a piece of work to do it has to do with helping

woman dismantle their patriarchal religion and take it off... and this is a piece of

that larger agenda. I mean I've committed myself to that for the last 15-20 years...

that's what a woman can do with other woman is to help them get free and this is

what this is about, getting free.

Lorraine very much views her psychotherapy practice with molested children as "part

of my feminist work, that I really come from a background of women needing to take care..."

Elizabeth said, "So, my motivation is just, my well, my desire to see women whole in a society

that treats us like shit... I just have felt a deep connection to women and a deep sense of this...

my primary commitment is to women... that IS my offering, I guess, to God." Karen articulated

a conceptualization of her therapy sessions with two survivors "spiritually and psychologically

and politically" which started out as feminist and socialist but is now "probably way more than

feminism."

I don't know what IT is but it's... where we're all in connection with each other

and we're all in community with each other, plants, animals, people, earth

elements, etc.; we're in concert and we need to get ourselves IN concert.
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None of the allies used sexuality, sexual identities or preferences as a basis for cultural

affiliation or critique. I think it is particularly significant that none of us lesbian allies said that

we specifically chose to work with lesbian survivors, although Mana said that her lesbianism

informed the "ecological" basis of her feminist therapy and political work. Only one ally, Janet,

found her lesbian sexual experience to be some basis for relational common ground with the

survivor "K." This sexual territory was fraught with confusion, pain and eventually healing for

Janet as she ended her lover relationship with "K."

Since sexuality is itself a part of any feminist gender analysis and is very much a part of

the diverse, embodied experiences of women, it seems to me that there is a very peculiar silence

surrounding the impact of our sexual orientations/preferences in relationships with survivors. It

seems as though we allies did not think about or acknowledge our sexualities (sexual feelings,

fantasies, important sexual relationships) as important cultural differences or as important

potential resources for connection between ourselves, our survivors and the cultural communities

we inhabit. Perhaps we found it difficult to speak about our sexual loving in relationships with

survivors of such profound sexual abuse, wanting to minimize potential sources of fear or

conflict between ourselves and those we chose to accompany in healing. Maybe we, as women,

found that our sexual experiences were especially sensitive and personally private as topics for

conversation in a research study. I suspect that these dynamics, the minimization of sexual

differences and the silence surrounding potential sexual connection as the tools of "hetero-

patriarchy" (Kitzinger and Perkins, 1993) which work to keep women personally and systemi-

cally from recognizing, naming and resisting many of the sources of our sexual violations and

utilizing our sexual strengths for solidarity and relational transformation. Clearly none of us

allies were free from the impacts of heterosexism in our stories and in our lives.

As a white woman, a lesbian feminist, a middle-class professional, I am beginning to

understand how much the particularities of my own experience, and all the allies experiences,

matter in the construction of ourselves-in-relation. Far from being anomalies to be easily over-

looked or dismissed, our cultural and social frameworks, influenced by ethnicity/race, class,

gender, sexuality, differing abilities, spirituality and other constructs, are critical for understand-
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ing ourselves as whole persons in the gestalt of healing/liberation. It is imperative that we begin

to see where we come from, what we are missing, and how we can reclaim and use our cultural

roots and resources . I think this a profound challenge for all of us, especially for middle and

upper strata white women who benefit from the many social injustices inherent in racist,

heterosexist societies.

In the next chapter I will explore some of the religious, spiritual and ethical resources

allies use to create and sustain relationships with survivors and others in which we struggle to

remain in solidarity, "IN concert" with each other.
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VII. Using Which Religious, Spiritual and Ethical Resources?

When I recall your beautiful face

Beautiful like flowers and like freedom,

I work even harder in the struggle,

Joining your smile to our situation.

I remember you every day.

I always picture you as you are.

Always love our people and humankind...

From a letter by Idania Fernandez, member of the church group Metanoia,

to her daughter, on International Women's Day, 1979, in Nicaragua two

weeks before she was killed.

The stories twelve allies have told are rich, full of complex feeling-thoughts, questions,

struggles, hopes and visions. We were deeply moved by our encounters with particular survivors.

We have some common motivations and commitments for being in such relationships. We also

draw upon varieties of values, symbols and ritual practices which nurture, challenge and sustain

us within these meaningful alliances. During interviews we were asked to talk about specific

images or metaphors which might describe our relationships with particular survivors. We were

also asked explicitly to discuss our spiritual, religious and/or ethical resources. Linguistically,

metaphors are the primary sources for meaning found in religious/spiritual narratives, texts and

rituals. They are, then, especially appropriate as imaginative lenses through which to understand

the multiple associations and meanings embedded in allies' stories. By first examining our

metaphors I believe readers can weave together many of the levels of discourse present in the

stories and subsequent interview questions and begin to understand the strands of conversation

which allies-in-relation-with-survivors called religious, spiritual and/or ethical. These strands

may be key factors in understanding why remembering relationships is so essential for resistance

and recovery—for a holistic praxis of liberation. By listening freshly to women's relationships

expressed in metaphors we are given new glimpses of resources allies used to express the

inexpressible: in rage, mourning, laughter, death and despair, through struggle, toward visions

of new hope.
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Here are the metaphors and images found in allies' interviews:

Allies Metaphors

Alice O. turtle

Harriet clergy, clergyperson

Lorraine crocus breaking through snow

Janet expanding circles

Belinda tree, cell, wound under scar

Mana gardener, gardening

Fina friend, paid professional

Amelia scared birds on wave

Karen facilitator, educator, ministry

Sheila sisters; river rafting together

Elizabeth feminist pastor, midwife, facilitator

T.A.F. witness, bursting through soil

Models of Relationship/Models of God

Metaphors are not definitions, but rather an "attempt to speak about the unfamiliar in

terms of the familiar;" and models are metaphors that have "staying power" (McFague, 1987).

Most religious traditions look to public and personal human relationships as sources for meta-

phors and models of the sacred. The models which have dominated Jewish and Christian thought

stress God's transcendence from the earth, "undergirded by triumphalist, sovereign, patriarchal

imagery" (God as King, Father, Lord, Judge, Master, etc.) and notions of divine power that

controls through "domination or benevolence." (McFague, 1987). Feminist theologians and

survivors together have argued that such imagery, a tool of "power over" dynamics, is instrumen-

tal for creating and reinforcing violent assaults (physical, sexual, emotional, spiritual) on women,

children and people of color, as well as gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered people, and

justifies and sacralizes suffering by blaming victims for their abuse (Bloomquist, 1989; Brock,

1989). Human beings and other earth creatures are infantalized. tyrannized, subjugated or/or

pacified in relation to this model of a white, omnipotent, male God. As German theologian/poet

Dorothee Solle has said:

But as a woman I have to ask why it is that human beings honor a God whose

most important attribute is power, whose prime need is to subjugate, whose

greatest fear is equality... Why should we honor and love a being that does not

transcend but only affirms the moral level of our male-dominated culture?

(Solle, 1984).
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Similarly, the professional language of medicine, education, ministry and capitalist

commerce, all sexist, racist, classist and heterosexist enterprises, is full of metaphors which

distance persons from one another, emphasizing immutable, unequal differences in status,

knowledge, agency, ownership and access to privilege . Psychologists and psychiatrists usually

called "doctors," charge their patients or clients fees for "service." Professors grade their stu-

dents. Mental health consumers purchase counseling from their managed care providers.

Hospital administrators now bill insurers for their customers' medical costs. Priests and pastors

shepherd their congregations. Those "experts" at the top of institutional hierarchies use titles

and credentials which signify (from their perspectives) that it is dangerous, or at the very least

paternalistically unwise to broach these professional vs. non-professional divisions. Using the

language of "safety," expressing concern over what they consider to be "boundary violations,"

experts often seem to feel better when everyone stays put, in their proper places.

Despite the cumulative force of professional socialization, habit and tradition, I was

pleased and surprised to find that the allies I interviewed rarely used the traditional metaphors of

our professions to image ourselves-with-survivors. When choosing our metaphors for describing

ally-survivor relationships, the allies in this study used relational terms which primarily empha-

sized companionabilitv. sororial care, facilitative power and redefined multiple roles (some

existing concurrently) in more mutual terms . Some of the allies, instead of choosing descriptive

metaphors, used terms that illustrated our instrumental activities, our functions, within these

relationships. One ally, Fina, chose two terms bridged together, one, "friend," primarily rela-

tional, the other, "paid professional," functional, to illustrate her flexibility in operating at two

levels of relationship simultaneously.

Sheila, through her work with Satt and Satt's family, became a family member. In her

narrative, it is after she visits Satt's biological mother in her homeland that Sheila and Satt are

imaged as "sisters." They remain in contact and continue to care for each other long after the

formal therapy was completed. Although she met her survivors through the context of psycho-

therapy, Karen sees herself as a nurse (her primary professional affiliation) who uses her skills

to serve as an "educator" and "facilitator," a "participant in the healing arts" of the "whole body,
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mind and spirit" rather than a "healer" or a solo provider of medical care.

Harriet and Elizabeth, both women ordained in mainline Protestant churches, image

themselves as a "clergyperson" and as a "pastor" respectively, but both add a twist to the patriar-

chal definitions of ministerial roles.

Harriet: "I just see myself as a... clergyperson who certainly had a totally different

perspective on how to be with this woman and the reason that my perspective

was different than others (clergy) that she encountered was (1) because of being

female and the risk of violence in all our lives; (2) the training I'd had."

Elizabeth: "I felt like a facilitator, a midwife, maybe. That I wasn't her pastor in

a sense of having... being imbued with lots of authority... the shepherd thing...

but more as somebody who came on the scene, kinda like the stranger unawares...

I became a sort of facilitator for her."

As a woman clergyperson Harriet identifies herself with her survivor; both are females

who face a common inescapable risk of violence "in all our lives." Elizabeth is a pastor who

functions more as a "midwife," helping to facilitate her survivor's own psychospiritual journey,

rather than as authoritative shepherd in charge, who herds someone toward a certain goal "for

their own good."

In the context of her work as a massage therapist with Karin, Fina imaged herself as

assisting her survivor to help herself, as both "friend" and "paid professional" concurrently

—

neither role having priority or cancelling out the other

"I think of myself as a friend... a listener. A person that would guide her and

give her tips... somebody that will offer her invitations to do better for herself, to

like herself better, to take better care of herself... actually I would have to add that

it's not just as a friend but the other part of that would be paid professional, because

that's how the relationship started and that's how it got maintained. But along with

that was always the friendship.

These allies' metaphors are strikingly similar to a relational model of God proposed by

theologian Sallie McFague in which the sacred is described in a new trinitarian model as mother,

lover and friend. "The model of God as mother, lover, and friend of the world presents us with an

ethic of response and responsibility toward other human beings and other forms of life in which

our parental, erotic and companionable instincts can be socialized and politicized" (McFague,
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1987). Similarly, the new metaphors for nonviolent, life-enhancing relationships, emerging

through allv-survivor alliances, are resources for re-imaging and re-membering earthly life as

sacred, and sacred life as more egalitarian, intimate, erotic and reciprocal. Linguistically and

practically these metaphors, emerging from women allies lived experiences with women survi-

vors, present real challenges to the violent, market-driven relationships condoned and reified

by patriarchal ethics and institutions. New relational metaphors suggest that some women are

already transforming traditional "business as usual" mentalities and practices in their private and

public lives.

Relationship as Process/Process Theology

Several allies (Alice. O., Sheila, Lorraine, Mana and Elizabeth) chose metaphors which

emphasized relational process rather than fixed rules or roles: their images speak to the flow and

flux of movement and activity rather than to the status of preordained ontological categories .

However slowly or imperceptibly, these allies understood that their relationships with survivors

changed over time; and that both parties are changed through the process. Always a "work in

progress," for these allies relational reality is an inherently social event.

For example, Alice O., using the image of a turtle, and Amelia, describing her client as a

scared bird atop an ocean wave and herself as a similar sea bird, both use animal metaphors to

highlight careful relational movement between themselves and their survivor-clients.

Alice: "...she needed to slow down... it took time to build trust and it took time

to change, and so I felt... like a turtle with her. It was very, very important to go

very, very, very slow and not push her... I feel like a turtle. We're going at just,

you know, slowly and steadily and persistently."

Amelia sees herself and her client floating on ocean waves which continually ebb and

flow, bringing the frightened client (and therapist too?) closer together in trust, to touch, and

farther apart, away in fear.

Amelia: "I can see that scared bird on the wave which comes and goes... she is

kind of scared to come close, and then shhhhh-she goes away... there's always

a desire to come close and touch and ...stretch yourself to go further..."
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Megan: "Do you see yourself in that image at all?"

Amelia: "Oh definitely, going with the wave."

Sheila's image of river-rafting with Satt, Mana's gardening metaphor, and Lorraine's

girl survivor as a "crocus breaking through the snow" all point to ally-survivor relationships as

dynamic, nonlinear processes, as organic interactions full of pathos, open to the creative

struggles and possibilities of an unpredictable future.

Penelope Washbourn, a feminist process theologian 17 suggests that the reciprocal activity

of relationship is one way to understand the nature of God, or sacred living, and that the social

character of reality means that there is "no such thing as isolated individuality" for humankind or

God:

God's concrete nature... is God in relationship, creative loving, suffering,

changing, affected by the world. Process philosophers and theologians...

contrast the abstract definition of God's essential nature received from the

scholastic philosophical tradition with the Biblical picture of God's dynamic

interaction with the historical events of his (sic) people. (Washbourn, 1981).

Feminist and womanist theologians, theologians, witches and ecofeminists like Carol

Christ, Delores Williams, Starhawk, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Chung Hyun Kyung

and Joanna Macy all embrace the process notion of the sacred embedded and embodied in

human relationships and further extend this sacred, interdependent relational matrix to all life

forms (human and nonhuman) on the earth and throughout the cosmos. Sallie McFague develops

a beautiful image of such sacred embodiment: the earth itself, the world, is God's body. " We

participate in God's love not as individuals but as members of an organic whole, God's body."

(McFague, 1987). Using a less theistic metaphor for the interdependent sacred-earth relation,

Buddhist activist Joanna Macy titled her latest book: World As Lover, World As Self. Following

17 For an understanding of how christian/feminist theologians appropriate and expand the

categories of "process" thought articulated by philosophers Alfred North Whitehead and Charles

Hartshorne, see Sheila Greeve Davaney, ed. Feminism and Process Thought: The Harvard

Divinity School/Claremont Center for Process Studies Symposium Papers, New York and

Toronto: Edwin Mellen Press, 1981.
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Nag-Gnostic philosopher Mary Daly, Carter Heyward, Virginia Mollenkott, and other Christian

feminists have also emphasized relational activity itself as sacred, naming God as verb and

the mutual process of creating loving, just relationships as "godding" (Heyward. 1982, 1993;

Molenkott, 1987). Thus the allies in this study may, in their use of relational metaphors, be

implicitly expressing what religious thinkers explicitly have called the dynamic "immanence

of God" in creation, relating in. through and with everyday earth creatures and the earth itself .

Here the divine-human relationship is not imaged as static, linear or hierarchical. Janet ex-

pressed this in her interview, using the image "Creator" for God or the sacred and herself as a

"circle" surrounded by other circles, full of dynamic energy, feelings and events which radiate

awareness to herself and other people:

...I think of myself as a circle... the Creator's in the middle of the circle, okay?

The Creator's not outside... There are things that you learned, things that you

acquired and every pain is an acquirement. Every pain, every distress is motion...

And awareness, and a keen sense that we can always move.

Suffering and Spirit

Together in close relationships, experiencing the vicarious agonies of trauma, allies-

with-survivors often face an enormity of suffering overwhelming in its scope and entirely

destructive in its effects. Debilitating poverty, ecological destruction, gang rapes and ritual

sexual abuse, ethnic genocide, the battering and pornographic trade of women and children,

the diseases, imprisonments and mutilations of war, the institutionalized violence of racism,

heterosexism, and colonialism... all these atrocities are imminent and assaultive, both locally

and globally. For allies and survivors, in similar and unique ways, facing this kind of evil means

feeling what Wendy Farley calls "radical suffering":

Radical suffering is present when the negativity of a situation is experienced

as an assault on one's personhood as such... This assault reduces the capacity

of the sufferer to exercise freedom, to feel affection, to hope, to love God...

In radical suffering the soul itself has been so crippled that it can no longer

defy evil. (Farley, 1990).

It is an act of courageous resistance for allies and survivors to witness such radical

suffering, and to protest against such profound injustice, not to ignore it. rationalize it or flee
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from it through pious platitudes, numbing addictions or "social amnesia" (Jacoby, 1975). In

speaking about the Holocaust, Susan Shapiro describes the "ruptures" caused by this horrible

event, which in turn may be useful in understanding some allies' responses to their survivors'

past and present violations and their struggles to find meaning out of unimaginable horrors:

Not only has the subsequent course of history been shaped by this event, but

our assumptions about the world in which we live, about the nature of the

human subject and of the Divine, have been thrown into question, even negated.

What does it mean to be human in a world that performed and passively

witnessed such destruction? And how can we now imagine or conceive of a

God who did not save under these circumstances? In what sort of language

might we even frame these questions and to whom might we address them?

Have not the very coherence of language and the continuity of tradition been

broken, shattered by this event?

When she considers her survivor-client's sexual victimization, Amelia expresses just

such an agonizing search for meaning and justice for herself and the survivor. Amelia questions,

paradoxically, if there can be anything useful to be learned from this survivor's innocent suffer-

ing while she rejects the deterministic answer, "Everything happens for a reason" as "too pat"

—

too simple to provide honest solace:

"...for me there is a questioning about what IS the meaning of all that? And I

certainly don't believe everything happens for a reason and that you can learn

from everything. I think maybe you can learn from everything but it's too pat

an answer to be very comforting for anybody who's going through that. So,

you know, I'm really searching... what , you know, IS it and how can that

person grow out of that horrendous experience?

Harriet felt some anguished ambivalence about her own difficulties in accepting the

horrible truths of her survivor's life:

Well... since her situation I have heard of other people that have been involved

in ritualistic abuse and... so you know, at the time I didn't think she was lying

to me even though I just thought, 'My God, how can anybody live with this

horror in their mind?'

Facing the horror, the senselessness and the devastating cruelty of radical injustice,

these allies may raise terrifying questions, and may accompany their survivors in silent witness,
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searching for "narrative remembrance" (Johnson, 1993), struggling to find some hope for heal-

ing, screaming Elie Wiesel's awful question:
"Where is God?" (Wiesel, 1982). Or, to use the

words of African American poet activist June Jordan, they protest, "Where is the love?
"

(Jordan, 1985).

Survivors and allies alike, through their stories, their protests, their campaigns for social

justice, and their very survival, respond to the rupturing and shattering of traditional religious

frameworks, especially traditional theodicies, with profound critiques. Patriarchal justifications

for evil and radical suffering must be changed to reflect and sustain the embodied lives of those

most despised and ignored: the homeless poor; battered women; raped children; tortured dissi-

dents; the mothers of the disappeared. To stay alive and sane one cannot simply "love the (indi-

vidual) sinner and hate the sin" but, fueled by holy rage, must work to challenge and transform

the interlocking ideologies and institutions that perpetuate oppression in all its manifestations.

Catholic feminist theologian Elizabeth Johnson has written eloquently about the notion

of the "suffering God" who is outraged at violations done to human beings, who travails for and

with humanity through the pain and destruction of evil toward new directions for salvation, or

"wholeness." She also critiques this concept of divine companionship in suffering as dangerous

for women and other marginalized and disempowered people if it sanctifies suffering as a sign

of divine favor (sanctifying for example, the "blessed" poor as ordained forever to economic

servitude) and/or discourages outrage and passionate resistance toward abusive power relations

in sacred and secular arenas of life (Johnson, 1993). Clearly new metaphors and new imaginings

of divine/human power-in-relationship are needed to illustrate how alliances for justice, for

relational transformation, can be built amidst despair and hopelessness.

Somehow, in the silence, in the screams, the suffering, within the stories, embedded in

the relationships, all is not lost and new possibilities emerge from what once seemed hopeless

and helpless destruction . Several allies chose images of plants and trees, and the cycles of plant

growth, destruction and renewal to illustrate resistance, recovery and the regeneration of life.

Lorraine's survivor, fragile, beautiful and seemingly invisible, like a crocus, "breaks through the

snow" and emerges into life despite the deadening cold of winter. Mana described her survivor
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as a "gardener" and their healing relationship, replete with activities that remove old injuries,

like weeds, while planting new possibilities, as "gardening":

So I can view us in the garden together and really digging to get rid of some
things that are blocking her plants from growing, but she had done the planting

and she has done the sowing and she is starting to harvest for herself what's there...

And I hope I've learned something from her. I think I have learned something

from her about gardening, not only plants but also human... the care and tending

for human growth.

T.A.F. finds religious meanings for herself in listening to womens' stories, like the one

she heard from her survivor:

"They are witnessing to the form of transformation, and they're participating

in that and, it's like the shredding of old skin and taking on new skin... they've

been under the ground... I think this woman's been under the ground and she is

bursting out through the soil. I mean, it's that whole sense of coming to new

life out of the soil, as if she's been buried by the shit and she's going to break

out."

Buried by the "shit" of sexist violence, T.A.F. and other women survivors (T.A.F.

identifies herself as a survivor also) witness and participate in an exciting freedom, as new skin

emerges from old shreds, and new plant shoots breaking through the barren soil.

Belinda R. describes the tremendous trauma caused by sexual abuse as a "wound of

the body and the soul and the psyche" and her client as a young tree that has grown tall, scarring

over the gaping, open wound but never quite healing from it. Because she espouses

"incarnational theology," a Christian belief that the sacred is fully present in and through the

material universe, Belinda R. trusts that the potential for holistic healing is real and possible

even though the damage of sexual violation is immeasurable:

"It's real on every level. And the incarnational part is... I think the word

describes... that the mind of God IS in every cell. Every cell has healing

capacity and every cell has the capacity to be wounded."

Whether the source of the growth of a flower or a seed, the knitting of new skin, the

ripening of harvest or the healing capacity in each cell is explicitly imaged as sacred, as the

"mind of God" or not, it is clear that new kinds of power are experienced by these allies-with-
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survivors. Elizabeth Johnson describes this power as a life-bringing response to the radical

annihilation of unjust suffering:

The kind of power they evidence is a vitality, an empowering vigor that reaches

out and awakens freedom and strength in oneself and others. It is an energy that

brings forth, stirs up and fosters life, enabling autonomy and friendship. It is a

movement of spirit that builds, mends, struggles with and against, celebrates

and laments. It transforms people and bonds them with one another and to the

world. Such dynamism is not the antithesis of love but the shape of love against

the forces of nonbeing and death. And it operates in a relational manner.

(Johnson, 1993).

It is this embodied, vitalizing energy, what Rita Nakashima Brock and Carter Heyward

have called "erotic power" (Brock. 1988. Heyward. 1989) and some Christians and other theists

call "Spirit." that generates hope in the process of re-membering, resisting evil and recovering

a capacity for wholeness in humans and other earth creatures. It is this power that is created

through just, mutual relationships, erotic power, which is for Carter Heyward synonymous with

"the love of God," a hope-filled resource for our struggles to transform violence and build

communities of love/justice. For these spiritual women there is no omniscient deity who deigns

to save or to condemn, no transcendent deus ex machina to rescue or to abandon humanity. Hope

is not blind faith in an omnipotent God who chooses to be absent and silent to allow human

beings to experience the consequences of their "free wills." Without denying or minimizing the

despair and destruction of radical suffering shared by allies and survivors in their own contexts,

the allies' metaphors point to their experiences of transformation, of healing and "godding" in

relationships, their ground and vision of new hope cycling forth from the ashes of death. Rather

than trying to justify God's indifference or inaction toward radical suffering and evil, the tradi-

tional stance of much Christian theodicy, allies may begin to understand ourselves as healing

companions with survivors and the "Spirit," the "mind of God" or the "world" in undoing

violence, creating and recreating mutual respect and even love within trust-building relation-

ships. This is the task of re-membering. Fina said, "One of the things I bring to it (the survivor

relationship) is a hope, a hope of healing. I keep that in mind sometimes. It seems like it's such
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a bottomless pit." "One by one by one" (Miller, 1990) we allies described ourselves as spirited

co -participants in the nonviolent, relational work of justice-making.

Solidarity

Charity emphasizes the distinction between the privileged and the marginalized.

We must move beyond it to solidarity, which is the foundation of revolutionary

and systemic change (Gilson, Amanecida Collective, 1987).

The allies' metaphors, drawn from a rich variety of naturalistic and humanistic sources,

give us glimpses of hope through the process of relationships between subjects, between beings

who are wounded and wound others, who suffer, who heal, and who celebrate new life together

in unique and common ways. None of the metaphors used in our stories pictures allies alone in

the struggle to end violence in the repair of broken relationships.

Sheila and Satt ride a river raft through dangerous rapids, not knowing where they will

end up:

"...going through hell... Riding the waters of hell and not knowing, really giving

up, like not knowing what was going to happen... being in this river raft together...

going down the river and there's some rapids here and there and some of them

are rough, and some of them aren't, sometimes it's smooth."

Despite the dangers and uncertainties, both feel like the treacherous journey toward

healing from post-traumatic stress is more navigable since they are in the boat together. Mana

and her survivor are both gardeners in the survivors's plot, sharing the hard work of preparing

the relational ground, removing the old obstacles of traumatic injury, planting new possibilities,

and both enjoying, from their distinctive perspectives, the fruit of their harvest. Elizabeth is

midwife to a survivor who is giving birth and integrating her experiences of many selves frag-

mented through ritual abuse. Fina starting her survivor relationship as a paid professional,

became her client's friend, and then saw herself as a "pro-survivor"—an advocate and ally for

other incest survivors in her personal and professional life. Amelia and her survivor, afloat on the

swelling sea, stay near enough, when trust is dependable, to ride their waves close enough to
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touch each other. T.A.F. is both witness to and participant in her survivor's breakthroughs into

new life.

Relational engagement and the kind of proximity or intimacy which involves vicarious

trauma and recovery is, in these allies' metaphors, basically imaged as healthy, and as ultimately

empowering for all. In the words of Rita Nakashima Brock:

Our empowerment comes not in her pain or in mine but in the space where the

two meet inside us and between us. In that meeting, in the feelings underneath the

speaking and listening, we are empowered to care and to heal. When I experience

my own empowerment through connection, I know power emerges from my
relationships. (Brock, 1988).

The metaphors illustrate that companionship, connection, and communion become

healing anecdotes to the deadening isolation and hopelessness of radical suffering. Solidarity,

not benevolence, is the term I would use to emphasize a collaborative process of personal and

public transformation based on an ethic mutual care and responsibility. Refusing to reinforce

false distinctions between themselves as professional helpers and their survivors simply as

victims in need of pity or charity, the allies practice a spirituality and a politics of compassion,

forming alliances in solidarity with individuals and communities who suffer together and may

even heal each other. Solidarity does not gloss over strong differences (race, class, gender,

sexuality, abilities, etc.) and conflicts between persons or groups, nor does it assume that every-

body always shares common agendas and timetables for change. Solidarity does, however, insist

that coalitions can and must be built around common struggles for relational justice and that

many can and will share in the hard fought freedoms gained by those who have been isolated and

marginalized, "the least of these."

Syncretism

What matters for them is not Jesus, Sakyamuni, Mohammed, Confucius,

Kwan In or Ina but rather the life force which empowers them to claim

their humanity. (Chung, 1993).

In our creative struggles for building right relationships with survivors, allies used a

multitude of metaphors and models to illustrate many strands of feeling and meaning. No one
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metaphor could possibly encompass the rich experiences and associations sparked by these

images of relational connection and movement; and for nine of the twelve allies, no single

spiritual, religious or ethical system alone seemed to be a sufficient resource in the contexts

of our survivor relationships. An examination of some of the nine (all co-participants except

Alice O., Harriet and T.A.F.) allies' questionnaires and narratives shows not only that the allies

use of wide diversity of different ethical, religious and spiritual beliefs, values and rituals but

also demonstrates our abilities in synthesizing these divergent resources into meaningful patterns

for ourselves. Within these texts I find abundant evidence to support my third hypothesis

(cf. page 17), that allies us a variety of resources: personal, professional, religious, spiritual and

ethical, cultural and political, to address their multidimensional needs for fostering resistance and

recovery

Janet was raised as both a Roman Catholic and a practitioner of tribal spirituality. She

has explored atheism, Buddhism, Sokagaki, Methodism, Baptist and other Protestant traditions

but now has returned to a creative synthesis within her tribal practice ,"my heart place in my

own cultural/spiritual traditions and (I) intermingle them in my therapy work" For Belinda R.,

"spiritual practice and healing are indivisible." She draws on the sayings of Jesus, the sermons

of Meister Eckhart, the Tao and the "Buddhist practice of giving up attachments" in her personal

work of healing from chronic illness and her psychotherapy with others. Lorraine, raised a

Protestant Christian, now describes her spiritual practices as "quite ecclectic." For example,

Lorraine meditates, creates rituals and uses images of Guadalupe, an Aztec goddess later appro-

priated by Roman Catholics, in her home and car. She is personally very involved in the study

of Jungian archetypes, the Tarot, and the Jewish Quaballah and uses insights from these systems

in her therapy work. She says, "I am also connected to a deep sense of respect for the earth and

seeing all living creatures as family." Sheila, raised Jewish, and Mana, raised Christian, have

both turned to Buddhism for it's precepts of release from suffering through compassion and

loving kindness for all sentient beings. Fina has attended ecumenical feminist rituals through a

seminary house church. When she does massage with clients she prays to an "American Indian

spirit" to guide and take care of the person. In her work with survivors Karen prays, works with
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"energy levels," creates rituals to "mark healing passages," draws upon her faith in the Goddess

and in Jesus Christ, and hallows the "Paschal mystery": "out of the ashes of the wounded self

comes new psychological life through the undergirding of the spirited self." Karen's words here

reflect a movement toward healing arising out of destruction, the rebirth and renewal of the

body-mind-spirit that is so evident in many of the allies' metaphors. Hers is an example of the

creative use of traditional Christian motifs, the Easter Passion of Christ's suffering and crucifix-

ion coupled with a resurrection into new life, here cast in primarily psychological terms.

None of these allies, nor the three who followed singular religious frameworks, gave any

evidence of interest or adherence to matters of doctrinal purity or institutional orthodoxy. Rather,

with great ingenuity and the skills to discern, discard and combine elements of many spiritual,

religious and ethical beliefs and practices, we have risked developing what Korean feminist

theologian Chung Hyung Kyung has called
"
the survival-liberation centered syncretism"

(Chung, 1993). Speaking of Asian women's political and spiritual priorities, Chung says, "What

matters... is survival and the liberation of themselves and their communities" (Chung, 1993).

Despite historical and current pressures by patriarchal religious leaders and teachers who warn

against syncretism, fearing their own loss of power and ownership over religious institutions,

what mattered for the allies was finding and using spiritual and ethical resources which encour-

aged survival, resistance to violent oppression and the liberation of themselves-in-relation-with

survivors. The allies of color, like the Asian women Chung cites, specifically spoke of their

concern for the transformation of their larger cultural communities. All of the allies are most

committed to the empowering elements of spirituality that which promote an enlivening life

force, the "Spirit" which "fosters their humanity" (Chung, 1993). As we discovered that many

elements of traditional patriarchal religious systems were ruptured and shattered by the screams

and protests (of survivors and ourselves) raised through evil and radical suffering, we were

desperate and courageous enough to try to weave new fabrics of spirituality from the threads of

disparate traditions, a defiant, creative synthesis emerging out of familiar and unfamiliar sources.

As a woman of color who has experienced many different spiritual practices, Janet speaks

eloquently about what matters most for her, and, I think, for most of the allies in the study:
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"I feel the Creator of All Good Things does not have to hear one name or worry about judge-

ments—the Creator belongs to us all in varied forms and that is the bottom line for me in all

of our growing."
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VIII. CHALLENGES, REFLECTIONS, NEW DIRECTIONS

The moon
rides high over my shoulder, bone-white,

telling no lies, crooning in the old woman's voice

this:

to stay sane when knowledge makes us mad
to believe in love even when it feels like death

to live as though the lives of others matter

to act when nothing is certain

to dream as if we could imagine a joyful tomorrow.

Judith McDaniel

I began this thesis with needs that were at once profoundly personal, transpersonal,

professional and political, embracing the whole of my embodied life as a middle strata haole,

lesbian feminist, Christian, social worker, body therapist, colleague and friend in relationships

with dozens of women survivors of interpersonal violence. I was searching for sources of and

sustenance for my deep longing for connection, for challenge and support, within these relation-

ships—and for a place to speak about the "lies, secrets and silences" (Rich, 1979) which foster

relational violence at many levels. I wanted, as well, to better understand and participate in

relationships mat encouraged defiant resistance toward such violence, the recovery of embodied

feelings and acts of hope in the midst of radical suffering, and the resilience which re-membering

(recalling, repairing, recreating fragmented lives) offers in our struggles for justice.

Immediately I encountered a series of interlocking challenges: conceptual, methodologi-

cal and practical. Wanting to name myself an ally in resistance and recovery, I first decided that

I needed to listen to and interact with other women, other allies, who, through their experiences

with women survivors, might share some common and distinctive experiences with me. In trying

to tell my story and listen to others' voices, I found myself in a peculiar tension between my

singular goals and needs, the common tasks (completing questionnaires and interviews) all the

co-participants shared, and the distinct differences the other allies could offer from their own

perspectives. This tension showed itself linguistically as I struggled with whether or not my use

of a pseudonym would be read as including my material more fully and equitably with the other
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allies' or whether I alone should use my real name to highlight my particular story. I decided to

use the pseudonym as one way to join with the rest of the allies. In my first drafts of the thesis,

I unconsciously separated myself from the other allies by using "I" and "them" rather than "our"

language. After readers called this to my attention, I went back and changed the possessive

pronouns to illustrate that I am an ally among others. I had to return to this kind of correction

again and again; the Cartesian subject-object dichotomy so embedded in most patriarchal

research was decidedly not easy to resist or to change .

This tension also showed itself in my struggles to design a feminist project that was as

reflexive and collaborative as possible within the different priorities of time, energy and commit-

ments we twelve women could devote to the study. And, even more importantly, I wished to

investigate, from the vantage points of allies, our experiences in relationships with survivors.

In search of a method that would meet my feminist criteria and be helpful for investigating

relational dynamics, I had initially wanted to have co-participants meet in groups together to

discuss our responses to the questionnaires and interviews, and to decide together about how the

materials I had collected should be used. So few allies responded to my request to meet, and time

schedules did not overlap, that I abandoned the group meetings and instead offered each ally the

choice to comment on drafts of the thesis before it was submitted for evaluation. I felt angry and

disappointed. So what was I to make of this methodological impasse?

Methodology

My solo decision to cancel the group meetings was a perfect example of the shortcom-

ings of my method and, in retrospect, I have now come to three major methodological realiza-

tions. This method, which I authored and which utilized standard interview tools that were

implemented by allies alone (questionnaires) or in one-on-one meetings (interviews), replicated

some of the same patriarchal dynamics I was trying to transform. First of all, the method was

much more unidirectional than reflexive . The allies as a group did not decide to collaborate

together and thus did not agree to collective tasks and goals in developing or implementing the

project. "I" invited "them" to participate and thus the study will always reflect more of my
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individual biases and inspirations. It was inevitable that I would have a stronger "stake" in the

design and outcomes of the study. It is striking to me now, near the end of the project, that no one

in my D. Min. Colloquium group, nor my advisor, referred me to more diologal ,8 methods, some

of which have been used in existential and phenomenological research in psychology as well as

in praxis models utilized by liberation theologians and social change activists.

Secondly, one-on-one models of information-gathering and reflection on individual

relationships between allies and survivors really investigate only one dimension of the healing

and liberating possibilities available in ally-survivor relationships. Many of the ally relationships

I explored were developed in the context of professional counseling or psychotherapy. Given

these limited frameworks, it was extremely difficult to translate individual and dyadic dynamics

into the larger, multidimensional group contexts that are the basis of political and social change .

In fact some radical lesbian psychologists argue that any models based on psychological models,

even feminist psychological models, are so inherently individualistic that they function to

actively prevent feminists from engaging in potent political discussion, collective political action

and even undermine feminist friendship networks (Kitzinger and Perkins, 1993). I will not take

the time here to evaluate this critique, much of which I find very valuable. However, since one of

my goals was to search for a deeper connection between psychological and social healing, such

translation in theory and in practice, if it is possible at all, is essential. Unfortunately, given my

own time and energy constraints, and the complexities of the task, I did not make much progress

toward this goal.

Thirdly, and perhaps most disappointingly for me, by collecting stories and information

from the allies only. I collaborated in silencing at least one half of the participants in these

relational dvads . Allies spoke about themselves-with-survivors; the survivors were not asked to

speak at all—about themselves, the allies, or their mutual relationships. Without information

18 For an excellent article on diologal research, see Steen Hailing, George Kunz and Jan O.

Rowe's piece "The Contributions of Diologal Psychology To Phenomenological Research,"

Journal of Humanistic Psychology, Vol. 34, No. 1, Winter 1994, pp. 109-131. For information

about "participatory action research," see Patti Lather's volume Getting Smart: Feminist

Research and Pedagogy Within the Postmodern. New York: Routledge, 1991.
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about the survivors' demographics it was impossible to understand the impact of their social

locations on ally-survivor relationships. In effect the allies spoke "for" the survivors, a power-

over dynamic that is at the heart of abusive relationships . That kind of silencing, in research and

in life, is ultimately not acceptable to me. If I were to redesign this thesis project now, I would

try to assemble a group of allies to collaborate together in creating the project and I would

suggest that some if not all of the information-gathering and reflection tasks be completed and

reviewed by allies and survivors together. To continue this kind of methodological exploration,

searching for more mutual models of relational research, I have begun to meet with a very small

group of therapist-activist friends called "Born To Be Bad" which studies feminist and Frierian

models of psychotherapy and social change.

Hypotheses Revisited

I began with a set of working assumptions, five hypotheses which shaped my decisions

about who to invite to participate in the study and what to inquire about in our stories about

relationships with survivors. Nearing the end of the thesis project I reflect on the evidence

I have found to support or to subvert these original hypotheses.

1. Allies essentially believe survivors' accounts of the abuse and injustices done

to them.

Every ally in this study believed, accepted and validated her survivor's disclosures of

violation and supported the survivor in remembering and recounting the painful truths of her life.

I found no accounts of victim-blaming; allies instead encouraged survivors to refuse responsibil-

ity for abuses and injustices they did not ask for or deserve.

2. Allies are willing to personally invest themselves to attempt to ameliorate the

causes and/or effects of survivors' violations.

Becoming engaged in close, trusting relationships with women survivors was an arduous

process for allies, but one in which each ally was personally committed—even at some cost to

her own well-being. Adopting a stance of partiality, engagement, availability, subversion and

solidarity in ally-survivor relationships, trying to repair the ruptures and disconnections from
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self and others caused by violence, exposed all of the allies to the effects of radical suffering and

vicarious traumatization. For a few allies this relational process also engaged us in our own

resistance and recovery activities, including new experiences of hope, joy and spiritual commun-

ion "in concert" with survivors.

3. Allies draw upon a variety of resources—professional, religious/spiritual, ethnic/

cultural and political, to sustain and challenge their involvement with survivors.

A majority of the allies expressed very strong commitments to feminism (a complex

resource encompassing personal, political, cultural and spiritual dimensions) as a basis for our

ongoing involvement as women with women survivors of violence. Drawing upon their distinc-

tive ethnic/cultural resources, allies of color expressed their involvement with individuals'

recoveries from abuse as part of a broader commitment to community healing and liberation.

Two of these allies also expressed a culturally-based commitment to the welfare of children.

Although all of the allies in this study belonged to the "professional" middle class, none of us

spoke specifically about how we used or refused some of the professional training and privilege

we have received. I found, however, that in our narratives about survivor relationships, all of the

allies were stretching beyond the traditional understandings of our "professional" roles and

boundaries, subverting more familiar paradigms as we engaged in challenging new relationships.

It is notable that all of the project's allies drew upon deep and diverse commitments to a wide

variety of religious/spiritual practices including rituals, meditations, esoteric readings, commu-

nity worship, tribal medicine, and others, many of which were synthesized together into creative,

unorthodox combinations. These transpcrsonal resources were integral to sustaining our sense

of hopefulness and interconnectedness with survivors, other earth creatures and the cosmos

4. Allies can stretch beyond the limits of their previous knowledge and experience...

to risk new beliefs and behaviors for themselves-in-relation with survivors.

As I have noted in #3 above, an examination of allies' relational metaphors indicated that

all of us-in-relation-with-survivors were risking new beliefs, new behaviors, and new under-

standings of ourselves-in-relation. Meeting with survivors in their homes and gardens, inviting

them to our homes and introducing them to important friends and family members, becoming a
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"friend" as well as a "paid professional," working together in community organizing activities,

sharing some of our own recovery experiences as survivors... all of these experiences show allies

and survivors crossing traditional "boundaries" and changing roles in order to foster honest,

nonviolent relationships. The power differentials between ally and survivor, however, are not

equalized in these dyads. All of the therapist allies continued to be paid by their survivors (until

termination) and none of the allies talked much at all about how the survivors may have helped

us or encouraged us in our recoveries. I did not speak to the survivors to ask them how they felt

about their changing beliefs and boundary behaviors in relationships with these allies. As I

reflected on the allies stories, however, I found that this group of women was slowly moving

toward more flexible power sharing arrangements within particular survivor relationships. Some

allies were quite aware that we needed new language and new symbols to represent the new

relationship models we were exploring and that there were no definitive maps of this uncharted

relational territory.

5. Allies have much in common with the survivors we accompany, often expressing

the qualities of respect, empathy and understanding in describing these relationships.

With a great deal of care and sensitivity the allies in this study expressed our respect and

understanding for the survivors we knew. Time and time again allies marveled at the resilience

and resourcefulness of our survivors in the face of radical suffering and violation. Rather than

separating ourselves as "experts" or "healers," the allies became connected with survivors as

women, and as human beings, hearing each other into new possibilities for liberation.

Two Questions

Despite the methodological challenges, (or maybe because of them!) I found that

participating in this project was an important, difficult and exciting learning process for me.

In closing I would like to reflect on the following questions: (1) What do I/we know now

that we've heard these allies' stories? (2) In what ways did relating with the allies change
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me/us? 10 And lastly, I would like to reflect on the suitability of the term "allies" to describe the

women who participated in this study with me.

In so many ways I feel that I have barely begun to learn from and with my sister allies

and this particular level of research and reflection is part of an ever widening circle of expanding

learning possibilities: topics of fuither inquiry; new interpretations; provocative questions; future

explorations. I wonder also, "What do you readers know now that you have heard our stories?"

For our mutual reflection, here are a couple of the things I am learning.

First of all, the allies' stories, the information from our questionnaires, and my analysis

of our relational metaphors all show quite clearly that we tend to see ourselves, embodied

women, as empathically connected with and akin to our women survivors—much more so than

our professional training, codes of ethics and class strata would suggest was feasible, and in

many cases, deem acceptable. There are important race and class differences that impact the

ways we find to understand and sustain these connections individually (for most of the white

allies) and through our participation in our cultural communities (for the allies of color) . In all

of the stories but one, Janet's, risking these boundary stretching relationships with survivors,

with all their potential for uncertainty, unpredictability and injury, was worth the attendant

dangers; the relationships were reported to promote positive resistance and recovery for the

survivors and in a few instances for their allies as well.

Janet's story, and the ethical questions she raised with me personally, caused me to look

again and again at the risks and possibilities inherent in close interdependent relationships.

Although we may want to abide by an ethic which encourages us to "do no harm," it is clear that

in close relational proximity to each other we can and do wound others and can ourselves be

wounded deeply with and for them. We have all been taught to protect ourselves by defining our

limits and defending our relational territories, separating from each other by our "boundaries."

,9
I am again grateful for the generous and provocative counsel of Kathy, my spiritual compan-

ion and thesis guide who, during one of our SeatUe sessions, August 25, 1994, initially posed

these questions: (1) Where have I come in this thesis project? (2) What voices were heard and

not heard? (3) What do we know now that we've heard the allies' stories? (4) In what ways did

relating with the allies change us?
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But the ally narratives encourage us to dare to critique and to transform conventional wisdom by

illustrating that it is precisely within ally-survivor relationships that move in directions of greater

empathy and reciprocity, a deeper sense of interconnectedness. in an enlivening spirit of solidar-

ity, that the greatest potential for co-healing does occur. It is important and dangerous to stand up

for this truth in an age of increasing malpractice litigation and employer mandated scrutiny of

our sexual and collegial relationships. Re-membering is not about simply obeying a prescribed

set of relational rules and punishing all deviants. Re-membering as a path on a healing journey

requires much more careful consideration and ingenuity than what patriarchal ethics has taught

us is acceptable. This project showed me that this small group of allies was willing to embody

the suffering and the joy involved in "make(ing) the road by walking" it. (Horton and Friere,

1990, emphasis mine)

Secondly, I discovered a parallel process occurring between my efforts to design,

implement and write about this research project and the stories allies told about how we were

concurrently trying to use traditional healing roles and resources in new ways, while struggling

to discover entirely new resources through creative conflicts and imaginative syntheses. I was

confronted by my own difficulties in sustaining a distinctly fern inist research process while I

used a number of conceptual and methodological tools borrowed from patriarchal research

models. Similarly, other allies were stretched between different relational models with their

survivors, trying to describe and redefine themselves in the midst of the very frameworks they

were trying to subvert . Harriet and Elizabeth still use the labels "clergyperson" and "pastor" to

describe their relational roles but they clearly redefined these terms for themselves as women in

the context of particular spiritual relationships with their survivors. Fina was caught in the

middle of a semantic and relational impasse. Because she had professional training and was paid

a "fee for service" she called herself a "paid professional." This term, however, could not reflect

the friendship she expressed with her survivor. Fina solved the dilemma by describing herself as

a "friend" and "paid professional" concurrently, even though the traditional ethics of her profes-

sion preclude friendship from professional relationships. Amelia, Alice O., Mana, T.A.F. and

Belinda all used naturalistic metaphors to describe themselves-in-relation-with survivors

—
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the kinds of symbols of organic growth, death, decay and renewal that are more evocative, more

sensual and much messier than professional labels like "therapist, " "professor," or "body

worker" would suggest.

When asked explicitly about our use of religious, spiritual and ethical resources, most

allies chose to combine beliefs, values and rituals from several disparate traditions because the

testimonies of survivors, and our own experiences of violation and vicarious trauma, had shat-

tered the intelligibility and validity of traditional theodicies and much traditional psychological

and spiritual doctrine. For example, Sheila had me revise my description of her because she sees

herself as "Buddhist" first, followed by "Jewish post-Holocaust." Combining diverse mystical

paths, Belinda and Lorraine synthesized the spiritual and psychotherapeutic benefits of Eastern

and Western religious traditions for themselves and their psychotherapy clients. To use a meta-

phor given to me by Chris, my partner and one of my thesis readers, allies refused to recognize

inviolable borders between religious "nations" (e.g. Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Wicca,

etc.); by crossing over to experience multiple spiritualities from diverse cultures they are discov-

ering and exploring a whole new "continent" of faith. For myself and the rest of the allies there

was no single set of relational rules, no ultimate, unified model, and no single metaphor suffi-

cient to encompass the multiple dimensions of our survivor relationships. Syncretism represented

a creative redefining of the "boundaries" traditionally drawn between different religious systems.

In recognition of this fact, I believe that it is critical that we continue to resist and to transform

the kinds of fundamentalisms that try to control us by insisting that there is only one true path

of salvation, one correct economic ideology, one appropriate psychological theory, one method

of creating a revolution. Like our feisty revolutionary foremother Emma Goldman, we should

know better.

For all the allies, the tensions, ambiguities, terrors and tenacity we experienced in trying

to build nonviolent, empowering relationships in the midst of all the "isms" that oppress us. was

a continual struggle for integrity . We, like the poet activist Adrienne Rich exercised the "spider's

genius/to spin and weave in the same action/from her own body, anywhere—even from a broken

web." (Rich, 1981).
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How, then, have I been changed through this process of relating with these particular

allies? I would rather say, "How am I continuing to change ?" and this small but important shift

in the question is a tiny signal for the changes that have been set in motion and will move on

in me.

I began this thesis project deeply traumatized: personally and vicariously: numb; inter-

nally isolated; cut off from recognizing and expressing my powerful feelings of outrage and

grief; alienated from old sources of faith and hope and celebration. Spiritually, socially and

psychologically I was just treading water, and I was tiring in the struggle to stay float. I was in

desperate need of re-membering my own life. Following the glimmerings of my yearnings for

deeper, more sustaining relationships, I searched for companionship among women whom I

thought had experiences of helping others, and themselves, in resistance and recovery from the

radical suffering and trauma of violence, especially from the devastation of sexual assault. Over

time, in my writing as well as my experience, project co-participants became allies in healing

as I listened to our stories, was heard as I spoke my own, and began to express, in writing and

conversation, some of the common impacts, values, conflicts and sources of resilient hope we

all shared in our survivor relationships. My ongoing relationships with the allies, a number of

whom remain good friends and colleagues, and with the questions and reflections generated

throughout this project have inspired me "to make and make again" (Caron, 1992) the embodied

connections to other people, to the sacred, and to the earth which bring me greater vitality and

renewed determination for remembering just, mutual relations. Sharing these stories has caused

me to feel less isolated and constricted in my feelings; it has made bearing the burden of vicari-

ous trauma somewhat lighter. I have rediscovered the profound respect we allies have for survi-

vors and for ourselves, for our stories and struggles and celebrations.

I am still employed as a social worker and massage therapist, an ally to many survivors,

and I struggle mightily with the constraints imposed upon me by my profession—especially as

private and public mental health services are increasingly commodified by insurance companies

and restricted to a medical model of "managed care"—diagnosis-driven, time-limited

psychobehavioral techniques. Because I believe so strongly in the importance of relationships
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in social healing, and I know from experience that serving as an ally in resistance and recovery

requires greater flexibility in "boundaries" and therapeutic modalities, I refuse to strictly follow

this capitalist, medical model. Consequently as I take more risks in my practice I feel better

about myself and my work even as I am more frightened at the growing threats of law suits and

ethical investigations. Like the survivors I work with, I find telling my story and remembering

my life requires compassionate courage, a holy rage against violation, a tender sense of humor

and a healthy measure of trust in the Spirit (however we image or name the sacred) with the

companionship of allies who are engaged in resistance and recovery. I am much less numb, so

I am angrier at injustice and more jubilant on the occasions when justice rolls down, or even

trickles through one drop at a time. Using one of my favorite Pacific metaphors, I can tell you

now that I can paddle, float, swim and sometimes even bodysurf through life in its vicissitudes

—

all in good company. There is always room for more of us in the sea!

Who Are Allies?

"Ally: 1. To combine, unite, or join in an affinity companionship, amity or

association for a special object, now chiefly of marriage, friendly association

of sovereign states, and union of nature or spirit... 2. to belong naturally."

(Oxford English Dictionary, 1971)

Given this definition from the OED, the term "allies" used for the project co-participants

has much to commend it. To join together in companionship, to belong to a friendly association,

to be closely bound together as in the "union of nature or spirit" —these are good descriptors for

the empathic, engaging, subversive relationships co-participants described between ourselves

and our survivors. "Allies" fits our diverse group of twelve women pretty well. I, however, still

have some nagging doubts about the word. In post-World War II parlance and much contempo-

rary usage, "allies" conjures up militaristic images of soldiers-as-heroes who liberate helpless

victims from their enemies in righteous battles between good and evil. In these images, the allies,

or rescuers, strive together to liberate others. This is a useful antidote to image of the Lone

Ranger, the isolated white man with his Indian lackey who fights violence with violence, comes

and goes when he wills and listens to no one. And allies do take sides in conflicts with deep
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moral and political consequences. What "allies" as a term does not describe well are relational

complexities between persons in which each party or group shares strengths and vulnerabilities,

both risk trauma and suffering, and all participate in complicities with and resistances to injustice

and violation. Taken away from its militaristic, power-over framework, I believe the term

"allies" could be even more helpful if it conjured images of mutual risk and mutual empower-

ment. So far, it is the best English word I have found to describe what is shared in common

between Belinda, Fina, Sheila, Alice, T.A.F., Harriet, Lorraine, Elizabeth, Karen, Janet, Amelia

and myself (Mana) in our relationships with survivors. I am proud to name myself an ally and

hope that the survivors I accompany and my colleagues see me as their ally.

This project leaves many unanswered questions and many areas yet to be explored.

What specifically decreases the dangers of vicarious trauma and revictimization and enhances

the positive possibilities of resistance and recovery in ally-survivor relationships? Can healing

models based on dyadic relationships be useful for building movements for social change? Are

there specific ways to synthesize spiritual, religious and ethical practices which will foster

nonviolence for individuals and communities? What causes some people who have identified

themselves as allies to change or to leave the alliances they once sought and found sustaining?

How has relating to the allies in this project changed you, the readers? I look forward with

anticipation and hope to ongoing conversations with you and others, as we share our common

ground, celebrate our diversities and join together with others all over the world creating

alliances for a just peace with "all our relations."
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IX: APPENDICES

INFORMED CONSENT AGREEMENT

FORMA*
I agree to participate voluntarily in this study of women who have had significant

relationships/encounters with survivors of violence. My participation includes a written question-

naire, an in-person or taped individual interview and optional group meetings with other study

participants to discuss the material generated in the questionnaire and the interviews. I under-

stand that the interview will take from 1 to 3 hours.

The material to be gathered will be recorded and will be transcribed. I will have the

right to edit and correct the transcript of the interview during a period of two months after I have

requested and received it. The material will be kept strictly confidential until I have edited the

transcript. I may also elect not to edit the transcript if I so wish.

After this time the tapes and transcripts will be available for use by students, scholars

and others. Transcripts will be made available to those who participate in group meetings. The

researcher, Megan Crouse, may publish this material for the purposes of the project described

here and may authorize publication of the transcripts or quotations from the transcripts in appro-

priate cases. (Unrestricted use.)

I understand that this project is being undertaken by Megan A. Crouse in partial fulfill-

ment of the requirements for the Doctorate in Ministry degree (Feminist Liberation Theology)

at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, MA. Any questions I have about the project will

be answered by Megan to the best of her ability. I understand that I am free not to answer any

question at any time. In lieu of my legal name, I may request that Megan use a pseudonym or

initials when referring to me

Co-participant's Signature: Date:

Requested Pseudonym:

Researcher's Signature: Date:

Megan Crouse, MSW, LMP Episcopal Divinity School

5511 1 2th Ave. NE 99 Brattle Street

Seattle, WA 98105 Cambridge, MA 02138

*Modified from M. Brinton Lykes, "Dialogue with Guatemalan Indian Women: Critical

Perspectives on Constructing Collaborative Research."
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FORM B*

I agree to participate voluntarily in this study of women who have had significant

relationships/encounters with survivors of violence. My participation includes a written question-

naire, an in-person or taped individual interview and optional group meetings with other study

participants to discuss the material generated in the questionnaire and the interviews. I under-

stand that the interview will take from 1 to 3 hours.

The material to be gathered will be recorded and will be transcribed. I will have the right

to edit and correct the transcript of the interview during a period of two months after I have

requested and received it. The material will be kept strictly confidential until I have edited the

transcript. I may also elect to not edit the transcript if I so wish.

After this time the tapes and transcripts will be available for use by students, scholars

and others. The researcher will neither publish this material nor authorize publication of the

transcripts or quotations from the transcripts during the co-participants lifetime except with my
written permission. (Restricted publication.)

I understand that this project is being undertaken by Megan A. Crouse in partial fulfill-

ment of the requirements for the Doctorate in Ministry degree (Feminist Liberation Theology)

at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, MA. Any questions I have about the project will

be answered by Megan to the best of her ability. I understand that I am free not to answer any

question at any time. In lieu of my legal name, I may request that Megan use a pseudonym or

initials when referring to me

Co-participant's Signature: Date:

Requested Pseudonym:

Researcher's Signature: Date:.

Megan Crouse, MSW, LMP Episcopal Divinity School

55 11 12th Ave. NE 99 Brattle Street

Seattle, WA 98105 Cambridge, MA 02138

*Modified from M. Brinton Lykes, "Dialogue with Guatemalan Indian Women: Critical

Perspectives on Constructing Collaborative Research."
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FORM C*

I agree to participate voluntarily in this study of women who have had significant

relationships/encounters with survivors of violence. My participation includes a written question-

naire, an in-person or taped individual interview and optional group meetings with other study

participants to discuss the material generated in the questionnaire and the interviews. I under-

stand that the interview will take from 1 to 3 hours.

The material to be gathered will be recorded and will be transcribed. I will have the right

to edit and correct the transcript of the interview during a period of two months after I have

requested and received it. The material will be kept strictly confidential until I have edited the

transcript. I may also elect to not edit the transcript if I so wish.

The tapes and transcripts will only be available for use by students, scholars and others

for a period of ten years to those who obtain my written permission. The researcher will neither

publish this material herself nor authorize publication of the transcripts or quotations from the

transcripts during the co-participant's lifetime except with my written permission. (Restricted as

to use and publication.)

I understand that this project is being undertaken by Megan A. Crouse in partial fulfill-

ment of the requirements for the Doctorate in Ministry degree (Feminist Liberation Theology)

at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, MA. Any questions I have about the project will

be answered by Megan to the best of her ability. I understand that I am free not to answer any

question at any time. In lieu of my legal name, I may request that Megan use a pseudonym or

initials when referring to me

Co-participant's Signature: Date:

Requested Pseudonym:

Researcher's Signature: Date:.

Megan Crouse, MSW, LMP Episcopal Divinity School

5511 1 2th Ave. NE 99 Brattle Street

'

Seattle, WA 98105 Cambridge, MA 02138

Modified from M. Brinton Lykes, "Dialogue with Guatemalan Indian Women: Critical

Perspectives on Constructing Collaborative Research."
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QUESTIONNAIRE

August 12, 1992

Seattle, Washington

Dear Colleagues and Friends:

I am writing to seek your participation and assistance with a project that is very exciting

for me. As a student in the Doctor of Ministry: Feminist.

Liberation Theology Program at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, I have been examining the dynamics (physical, psychological, ethical, political, theologi-

cal) of abuse and healing—of violation and liberation. With faculty and classmates I've been

reflecting on my experiences as a social worker, advocate and bodyworker with survivors of

interpersonal violence. My own work as been primarily in the areas of physical assault, sexual

assault and ritual abuse, using feminist, christian and socialist perspectives.

Now, in my dissertation research, I've decided to further investigate what I would call

"
helping" or "healing" relationships between survivors and their "allies." focusing in particular

on those of us who profess religious, spiritual or theological dimensions in our work. Because we
allies operate in many different arenas: social work, pastoral care, political advocacy, education,

religious congregations, psychotherapy and spiritual direction, for example, I am interested in

exploring what may be our common experiences of trauma and recovery with survivors as well

as our unique vocational struggles and questions.

Here is where I need your help. I would like to talk with you further about your work and

to be able to include our conversations in my dissertation project. If you are willing, I invite you

to join with me by:

1

.

completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire;

2. participating in an individual interview (in-person or taped);

3. attending an optional group meeting for those who wish to discuss the data and

questions raised by the project.

All material will be kept strictly confidential and will not be used in any way without

your written permission. Copies of taped transcripts and of the final project will be available to

participants for review. Individual interviews will be conducted in Cambridge or when I return to

Seattle, in January-March of 1993. At this time I am sorry that I am not able to pay you for your

time but I am very grateful for your assistance.

Please feel free to contact me by phone or mail (no fax yet!) at my home in Seattle or at

my EDS address in Cambridge (after September 20). I look forward to sharing this dissertation

project with you.

Sincerely,

Megan Crouse, MSW, LMP Episcopal Divinity School

5511 12th Avenue 99 Brattle Street

(206) 527-23 1

7

Cambridge, MA 02 1 38
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Name:

Address: Phone:

__^ Birthdate:

Ethnic/Cultural Affiliation(s).

Marital/Relationship status :_

Sexual orientation/preference:

Education (Degrees and certifications):.

Children and /or grandchildren?

Answer the questions below. Feel free to write, draw, to use your own poetry or other creative

materials for your responses.

1. Briefly describe the work you have done with and for survivors of interpersonal violence.

"Survivors" here may include victims of war (refugees, political prisoners, veterans) as well

as of domestic violence, child and adult sexual assault/harassment, ritual abuse, etc.

2. Describe the work setting(s) and duration of your work with survivors, indicating whether

such work is current and ongoing or was completed in the past.

3. Do you identify yourself as a survivor? Does this self-designation affect your work with

survivors?

4. Have you specifically chosen to work with survivors? How were you introduced to this

work?

5. Describe the past and present religious, spiritual or theological practices and commitments

which inform your work with survivors.

Thank you for your participation!

Megan Crouse, MSW, LMP
5511 12th Avenue N.E.

Seattle, WA 98105

(206)527-2317
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
September 30, 1992

INSTRUCTIONS:
The questions below are designed to invite you to speak candidly, with as much detail

as possible, about one particular relationship or personal encounter you have had with a survivor

or group of survivors. In the interests of confidentiality and safety, please disguise identifying

information about the survivor(s) you are discussing. I strongly suggest, if it is at all possible,

that you ask for permission from the survivor(s) before sharing the story with me.

There will be four sections to this interview. At the end of each section there will be

ample time for you to raise and answer your own questions and concerns, to ask me questions

or to add any additional thoughts. Transcripts of this taped interview will be available to you for

your own editing and further comment. To all of you who have completed questionnaires and

agreed to share this interview process with me, thank you for your participation!

Megan Crouse

Seattle: (206) 527-2317

Cambridge: (617) 461-0828

STORY
Recall for me, with as much detail (who, when, where, why, how?) as you can, a specific

relationship or encounter you have had with a survivor(s). Pay attention to the feelings and

actions that were expressed. After telling this story, respond to the questions below:

QUESTIONS

I. Relationship-Building Between Yourself and a Survivor(s):

1. What was most memorable to you about this relationship or encounter? What was hardest

to remember?

2. Describe images or metaphors you would use to describe your relationship/encounter with

the survivor(s)? Discuss.

3. Your questions and comments:

II. The Impact of the Survivor Relationship:

1. How have you been influenced or changed by this relationship or encounter with the

survivor(s)? Comment on the effects you have noticed, considering the following areas:

physical body (sleep, eating, illness, sexuality, etc.); cognition, feelings, dreams sense of

meaning, ethical or religious values; relationships with animals and other people cultural

and/or political activities.

2. Your questions and comments:
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III. Support For the Survivor Relationship:

1. Did you utilize specific personal, social or professional resources during this relationship or

encounter? Discuss.

2. Comment on the influences of your religious, spiritual, or ethical resources and practices on

your relationship with this survivor(s).

3. Your questions and comments:

IV. Motivations and Commitments in the Survivor Relationship:

1. Did you view this relationship in part as an expression of any particular cultural, religious

or political/ideological commitments?

2. If you have continued to maintain this relationship, or developed more relationships with

survivors, what motivates you to stay involved ?

If you have discontinued this relationship, why did you stop your involvement?

3. Your questions and comments:

As a result of this interview, do you have anything further to add?

Interview Scheduled: Date Time: Place:

Available Times for group meetings:
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